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that the vice president had the right to
A NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.
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day

the next year, tokcephTmse'f In roadlncss
for professional calls.
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Hayes. He took the

such

right

is President

hand of

the

north and put it in the right hand of the
south, and said: “ Let us be friends;
are all citizensof the

same

we

country, and

political factions and five

took, at

risk and cost, who appealed U> the

country for reform four years ago.
It

now

matters not

whether they were

soon or others too late. Enough that

too

at last the

country sees the need

of

reform

and is determined to have it. Rejoicing
that at length the better day bos

dawned,

we need not question the motives or the

from pure-

ly geographical qualities. [Laughter.]
They were ns evenly divided as fifteen

forget those

who did not

live to see the

whose

las:

days were clouded by some misconstruction of their motives, whose heroic laith
in tiie final justice ol the

American people

did not falter in any trial, hut who are

right to select his constitutional advisers

ace Greeley and Charles Sumner, had they

himself. Let us give both him and

would be not less full of
joy than any of those who send their
thanks and congratulations to President Hayes. That their aims were honest
wise and patriotic,the whole Republican
party now feels If they were* too cgrly,

to suit

them a

fair

and honest

chance aud

men

trial.

lived to this day,

,

if their work

was done and

before the time

was

their life spent

ripe for the

change

desired, still the glad result is not the less

honorable to them. Not in all climates
can spring wheat he raised. But the golden grainn which lie hidden in the

ground

through a long and dreary winter bring
forth not the less richly when the glad
spring time comes, and contribute also ac-

cording to their kind

to

supply the needs

come.

All about us the

of the world.

throughout the country

are satisfied with

separate bodies could be. namely, eight to

gome

not
no outcast class, cither black or white, here to share in the joy of this vindica
sliall he among us.” The president,
tion of their houesty of purpose and ol
maintain, said the speaker, has a perfect the integrityof American character. Hor-

it, and will support the
was appointed to decide who, if
president. If this policy of President
anybody, was elected. Ten were selected
Hayes fails, he has both brains and pluck

R. B. A McK., Surgeonsand Physicians.
npEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting OE8T.
I) Office at their residence. Ove^yscl, Mich. Dr.
JL Agent. Office In Kenyon's block, 2nd floor, McK.
Best will go to Fast Srtncatuck every other

which those

identical position

full fruition of ftheir hopes,

a patriot,and

The cabl
net, I confess, suits me. Mr. Evafts,
stands at the head of the American bar.
Carl Schurz is a mao of culture and brain
stuffing, cipher telegrams, returning board,
Seer. Thompson is one of the old school
octoroon halls, and the like, and still the
name of the elected remained a mystery. and puie and good. Gen. Key I called on
The only person who appeared to he personally, and already he begins to re
semhle a republican, though he voted for
elected was Cronin— [laughter]— ami CroTilden. [Cheers.] John Sherman is the
nin, as a quorum of one, elected two
best man thai could be put at the head of
others by a pluralityof one. The lecturer
the treasury, aud as long as Gen. Sherman
here drew a vivid picture of Cronin roamholds the sword, and John Sherman the
ing sadly over the saleratus desert of the
purse, the nation will never he either
great west, which elicited loud cheering.
whipped or robbed. With Mr. Devens
Then the great question arose, who had
aud Mr. McCrary, I am perfectly satisfied.
the right to count the votes. I contend
In fact, taking the whole cabinet, solid

fifteen

the great

should be

to

I

more that the opinion of

body of Republicans has been lifted to the

In Ibis hour of general rejoicing let us not

another.

HAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A

itely

and south, not a conquered peace, but a
peace that conquers. The president

H.. Mannfactnrerof Plows, By was arrayed against the south, one party
Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
itk hut small
regularKalamaxoo, Plow and warrant them, at against
regular
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
regard
city
were
sim*ad;
proces
points ground to order. 10th streetwest of River st.
sions and massmeelings were in order, and
1TEAL1), R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer In
tl Agricultural Implements; commission agent yet there was no light as to who was
for Mowing Machines* cor. lOthAHivcrstreet.
elected. Then came stories of ballot-box
I

has the

with swords. The wisdom of those who believed that it could
bayonet has point enough, hut no logic. not or should not be hastened. But a
There must be peace between the north word may be spoken in justiceto the dead.

TVEMING, W.

Mich. Lak? Shore Bail Bead.

fell

country blazed up more promptly or with

let out their prejudices

Tv

and

it. Not since Fort Sumpter

decide which was legally elected,but more earnest determination. It is much
before the United States to have the leaders right. But it Is infin-

r

Kxpru**. Mail.

been disastrous only to those attempting

as the queatlon is

• Daily except Monday,
t Mixed trains.
sary. We are a silver-producingpeople,
1 Daily except Sunday and Monday.
A
fW" Lea
Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids 1.15 £a. m.
fcy
and why should we slander our own
1/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairSundays
.
ing done. River 8lreet.
wealth! Silver is good enough for us all,
All other tniiis dallv e.^copt Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
IT'LIRMAN.
J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
and good enough to pay our debts with.
time, which Is id minutes later than Qolumbus
The question hits been for a long time
Horse Shoeing and all kinds T>f repairing
time.
All
these questions are upon us, and
what will you do with dead animals. The
pone. Cash paid for Fun.
undereienedwhose place ofbusinessisnear should be met and dealt with. Also
HtreU&t T Allen
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadwhether elections shall be a scramble for
OOSMAN.J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer inesss to remove all dead animals at his office. War does no good, as you cannot
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish- own expense, by simply notifying him
ing Goods.
shoot ideas into men with musketa,nor
thereof.

only.

that the country was ripe for the

change, and that resistancewould have

The spring has
fields are

green with the verdure of liberal

ideas, aud soon they shall he glad with the

Not a little
was sowed by those who laclasses of men— the implacable# in the
bored, risked, and sacrificed four years
south and the Bourbons in the north—
ago. Their example of independence and
who arc never satisfied with anything.
fidelity to conviction, and the ideas they
The first wants to own a negro and whip
then taught, have done much to give thg
to

change when necessary. There are two

harvest of genuine reforms.
of the seed

seven. [Cheers.] While the election
\\ ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon.Office,
iVl over E. Hirold’s Boot and Shoe Store, failed to declare who was elected, it points
Eighth street.
him, and the second wants everything that
\r EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
out weak points in our constitutional law
country this better day of peace and proIV DrnLs bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
ian. Office at D. that must he remedied if we want to pre- everybody else happens to possess. Presi- gress. Their efforts are abundantly vindiRiver streets.
8C R? Matogs^Dro^tor^fth
torei 8th Street.
dent Hayes has tenderedthe olive branch
serve our country. Unless the purity of
cated when the great Republican party
Bcoki and Stationery.
to the south, and in God’s name let it he
Photographer.
the ballot-boxis preserved, our form of
comes forward as one man to take up the
TT-ANTERS,L. T. Dealer in Books, Swtion- JJIGGIN8, B. P. the le^ing Photographer.Galaccepted. Let us dig a wide and deep
government must cease. Good and patriwork. Their sacrifices will be abundantLV ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
grave, and bury in it all our bitterness,
(’ity Drug Store, Eighth street.
otic men of all partiesshould unite and
ly rewarded when reconciliation,peace,
Saddlin.
feuds, griefs, and sosrows, and put the
and cordial feeling between the sections,
declare that to cast an illegal vote should
Boot! and Shoei.
epitaph “ Sacred to fo^getfulues8,, over it.
X7AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of anddMlfirln he a base crime.
thorough reform in all branches of the
rjEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Harnbss,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
By the charred remains of remembered government,and better care for the welil Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.; Eighth street.
The period of registrationto entitle one
Eighth street.
bones, by the memory of statesmen dead
to vote is too short, and persons should
fare of the people shall bless the land.
Sewing Kaehinei.
for the sake of sons and daughters,and by
Deatlit.
register
one
year
before
being
allowed
to
Not once, but often, it was the fortune of
ANTERK, A M. Agent for Ottawa and A1Uthe memory of the soldier dead.
/'t EE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- I\ gan Counties,for the “Howo Sewing Ma- vote. The registry list should be corHorace Greeley to suffer because he was
\
flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakkcr A chine." Dealers in needles and attachments.
I appeal to the south to accept the olive in advance of his time. But on the battlereeled
sixty
days
before
election
and
pubVan Raaltc.
Tctaeeo aci Cigar*.
1
lished twenty days before, and none al- branch with loving hands. It will build fields of progress victories aro not won
Brngi md kidicimi.
rpE ROLLER. G. J., General dealer in Tobacco. lowed to vote whose names did not appear up your waste places, fill your treasuries, unless faithful and heroic men are found
Cigar*, Sttiifl,Pipe#; etc.; Eighth street.
\ NNI8 A BKOEK, dealeraiqlJtnga. Medicines.
on the list. Wards and precinctsshould and swell the sails of your commerce. It to dare the dangers and confront the isolaFancy Good«, Toilet Articles aud PerfumerWatshai and Jeriirj.
ies Paints ami Oils, Ac., Eighth street.
will cause roses to grow over, and around tion of the skirmish line. Honor to those
Iks made smaller, and unless these things
ioslin A BUKYMAN, Watchmaker*. Jeweler*. 1 nrg adopted ours will cease to be a repub- the cannons of war. Take it, and we will who finish the fight. , Honor bIro to thf-se
1 V0KSBUR6. «L.O„ Dealer iu Drugs and Medi1./ cities, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phy
J’. Tribune.
........ Mean
Hc;ul government.
government.Fraud in Ute talk*. he ngaiu united as brothers: Take it, and who begin it.—
Moiau’s prescsiptions carefully put up: EiglHlt st.
Basking and Szshange.
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her four children were recently burned to death
at Ithinobeqk,N. Y., by the burning of the

of disintegration.Business,

he

said, was par-

TJ1K

alyzed and ( credit almost entiroft destroyed . throughout ;the State in
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THE west.

consequence of its present nnsettlodCondition.
»A kpf.oial dispatch from Tucson. Atizona,to Hampton Jledged Uie President that- in core
the troopaVore called off there Bhoui(|v bo io
toe New York ItiHtid says the following is a
mob violence, and that onlv legal processes
CITY, MICHIGAN.
correct copy of the originalorder given con- would be resorted to to establishthe supremacerning the Mountain Meadows massacre. The cy of bis Government He said he possessed
order, with the three affidavits authenticating both the purpose and the power to protect all
it, was found among the papers of the late persons and classes alike in their legal and conChief Justice John Titus, of Arizona, and stitutional rights. Tho President in reply,
stated substantially that it, was his purpose io
formerly Chief Justkfeof Utah
f t
carry out in good faith (ho premises of nit InSOUTH 0ja'bolina. I
augural address,as he was deeply ‘anxious to
THE ORDER FOR THE WITHDRAWAL OF THE
The officer in command of the escort is hereby bring peace and quiet to tho distracted portions
ordered to see that every man is well preparedwith
of the country,and he was satisfiedthis result
_ __________ UMSSftu
ammmtttion and to have it ready at the time yon
The following letter has been made public see these teamster* 100 miles from the settlement. would be attained In a very short time. A comPwaidf*; Young advises- that they should all be mittee appointed by the Charleston Chamber
by the President:
killed to preyent them returning to Bridgerto join of Commerce,which had aoooqipRnied Hamp.. U:
SXOCOTXTE llAOTIOH,
our enemies.Every precaution should be taken, ton to Washington, also called upon the PresiWashington, April 3, 1877.
and see that not oae escapes. Secrecy, la required. dent, and read an address setting forth tho
By order of Gen. Daniel 8. Wells.
condition of affairs in South Carolina, and
Pre«ldfncy,
. . .
8,,!
’ r»l.YM i
James Tieguson,
pleadingfor the recognitionof Hampton.
of my pro<leco«Hor,
in the RUte House at Columbia,
AssistantAdjutant General.
& a, * detachment of United WMes mfsntry.
A Viw narrow-gaugerailroad|s proposed, In regard to appointments, the President
Finding them In that place, I have thought proper
stated to a friend, the other day, that after the
to delay a decision of the question of their removal running across Michigan ffom South Haven
until I oould consider and determine whctlier the
Southern
question was disposed of he would
condition of affairsIn that State Is now soch as to Wward Toledo. Ohio. . . .The rash dfr emigrabe in a position to pay the required attention
either require or Justify the continued mili- tion to the Black Hills is on the increase. .
tary occupation of the State House.
my Norman MoQuaig recently shot and killed to them. It was inferred from his conversation that
imi>ortant announcements
opinion there does not now exist in that State
James B. Jackson, aged 60, and his son aged would be made until the special sessuch domestic violence as la contemplatedby the
'21,
at
a
ranche
on
Horse
creek,
thirty
miles
constitutionas the ground upon which the military
sion of Congress,but before tliat time
power of the national Government may be Invoked north of Cheyenne. The cause of the shooting he should consider and decide upon whatwas a quarrel about a woman, a cousin of Mo- ever chacges it is neceRS&rv to make....
' for the defense of the State. There are, it is true,
grave and serious disputes as to the rights of cer- Quaig* ^
The Louisiana Commission left Washingtonfor
to the chief executive office of that
tain c
Two little daughters of Max Limpsey, a the South on Wednesday, the 3d inst It is
State, but these are to be settled and determined,
not by the Executive of the United States, but by farmer, living near Milwaukee,were left by said they carry with them no formal instrucsuch orderly and peaceful methods as may be protions, but will be governed in their action by
the parents in the kitchen, and, wood catching
vided by the constitutionand lawa of the State. I
the views of the President, with which they
feel assured that no retort to violenceis fire, the children were smotheredand dead have become thoroughly conversant by frecontemplated in any quarter,but that, on
quent interviewsat the White House.
when found a short time afterward.
the contrary,the disputes In question are to be setMunicipal electionswere held in many of
tled solely by such peaceful remedies as the constiMore than one-half of the business portion
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of Monroeville,Ohio, has been destroyed by

the Western cities last week.

fire. The losses aggregate *75,000.

sult 011 Mayor in the more prominent ones : In

1

give the re-

Chicago, Monroe Heath, Republican, was reelected by a large majority; In Madison, W’is.,

WASHINGTON.

Tue regulationsallowing the United States
Harlow 8. Orton, Democrat was elected La
Treasurer to furnish silver coin on certificates Crosse, Geo. Edwards, Republican ; Beloit, Wis.,
of deposit of the AssistantTreasurer and na- O. C. Johnson,Temperance;Grand lUpids,
tional bank depositories
has been modified to Mich., G. W. Thayer, Democrat ; St Louis,
Mo., Henry Overstolz, Independent; Dubuque,
permit the shipments of silver directlyto the
Iowa,
Burch, Republican ; Cincinnati,
parties
making
the
deposit
The
expense
of
. War Department,)
Ohio,
Moore, Republican;Minneapolis,
the
transportation
is
paid
by
the
department
to
Washington, April 1877.
To Gen. W. T. Sherman, Commanding United pointa in the United States reached through es- Minn., John DeLaitre, Independent:CleveStates Army
tablishedexpresslines by continuousrailway or land, Ohio, G. W. Rose, Republican....
General: I indose herewith a copy of a com- steamboat communication.The deposits are to The President’sinstructionsto the Louisiana
Commissionershave been published. They
munication from the President of the United States,
be in sums of not less than *1,000 or its multiIn which he directsthat the detachmentof United
ple, and not exceeding*10.000.
Wade Hamp- are of a general nature, recommending the
States troops now stationed in the State House at
employmentof argument and persuasion,and
Columbia, 8. C., be withdrawn and returned to ton and D. H. Chamberlainarrived at Washington last week, in response to the invitation the sounding of public sentimentaffectedby
their prevlons barracks or camping-ground. You
are hereby charged with the execution of this order, of the President,for the purpose of having a the present political controversy rather than
and will cause their withdrawalto take place on conferencewith the administrationin regard to the taking of formal testimony,'of which the
recent contests in that State have already furTuesday next, the 10th of April, at 12 meridian. the politicalcomplicationsin South Garonna.
Very respectfully,
your obedient servant,
nished cart-loads now piled away in the State
Richard C. MoOormick, late delegate in Department at Washington.
OtOmot W. McCrary, Secretary of War.
HAMPTON TO THE PRESIDENT.
Congress from Arizona, has been appointed
GENERAL.
Wade Hampton,befpre the above order was Assistant Secretaryof the Treasury,in place of
iKmed. gave the President a written pledge
Recent fires: At Wheehng, W. Vn., the
that there should be no resort to violenceto Conant who has been sent to Europe to as- Grant House was burned, loss *100,000 ; at
assert his claims to the Governorship,but that sume charge of the SyndicateBureau. .. .Die
Lincoln,Neb., several stores, *23,000 ; at Munhe wonld proceed against Chamberlainin a followingIndian Agents have been appointed
James
Lawrepce,
of
Dakota,
for
the
Spotted
sonville,N. H., a coffin factory, *50,000. .. .R.
peaceful and legal manner, and that he wonld
see to it that every citizen, white and black, Tail Agency, Nebraska ; James J. Patten, of H. Macy, the heavy New York fancy dry-goods
wonld receive full and equal protectionin the Wyoming, for the Shoshone Agency, Wyoming. dealer, died recently in Paris.
enjoyment of all hl^ rights under the constitu- ' Joaquin Milur, the M Poet of the Sierras,”
Advices from Liverpool, received at New York
tion of the United States.
is an applicantfor the London Consulship.
March 31, state that ex-Mayor A. Oakey Hall,
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THE LOUISIANA ARBITRAXOKS.
The commission appointed President
,

.

Got. Beveridge wants to be appointedCollector

of

atChicago..^.Rear Admiral Worden has been

Victoria, from Boston.

New York, has

arrived there in the steamer

. .The race at San Jose,
Cal., between Rams and Goldsmith Maid,
March 81, was won by the Maid in three straight
bringing about a compromise between the
A Washington dispatchof the 2d inst. says :
heats. Time 2:22k 2:16% and 2:18% in none
rival State Governmentsis constituted
as fol- “The most important action of the Cabinet on
of which did the Maid lead more than half a
lows: Gen. John M. Harlan, of Kentucky, Saturday was taken upon the South Carolina length.
Chairman ; Gen. Joseph B, Hawley, of ConNew York dispatches state that nine vessels
necticut ; Judge Charles B. Lawrence, of Illi- case. This was a viitoal agreement that the
nois ; Wayne McVeagh,of Pennsylvania ; and troops shall be withdrawn from theStateHouse, of the Long Island fishing fleet, which left for
ex-Goy. J. C. Brown, of Tennessee.The first but left in their barracks in Columbia for the the banks last November, are now so long overfour are Republicans,while ex-Goy. Brown, of purpose of maintaining order in case of dis- due that it is believed they were lost in the reTennessee,w a Conservative Democrat The turbance. The administrationis doing nothing cent gales with all on board, numbering ninetycommission will at onco set about its work.; It but whatis absolutelyforced upon it Nego- five men, most of whom leave wives and chilis said they will; endeavor to induce tiationsare constantly going on. Mr. Cham- dren. The vessels were valued at about *60,000,
both parties to aeree to reorganize the Legis- berlain has submitted a new proposition, which and are nearly covered by insurance.
lature by permittingmembers of both branches he thinks will suit every one. It is that a
The Western Union telegraph has followed
whose seaU are uncontested,and whose elec- commission shall be selected by the two sides,
tion is conceded Jjy both parties, to pass upon to be composed of five members, each side to the lead of the Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph
the contested oases, and that the Legislature select two, and they to selebt a fifth." <
Company, and establisheda uniform rate of
thus constitutedshall, under the constitution C A Washington dispatchof the 8d inst says : 25 cents for ten-word messages to all principal
and laws of. Louisiana,canvass the votes for “The Cabinet,by ^ formal vote yesterday de- points North. East and West, covering the same
Governor.If the two parties decline to so regeneral line of territory.
cided to instruct the Secretaryof War to preorganize the Legislature the President is fully
FOREIGN.
determinedto thereupon immediately withdraw pare an order for the withdrawal of the United
The military situation in Austria is deemed
the troops from the support of the Packard States troops now on duty in the State' House
Government, and to notify both factions that, at Columbia, '8. C. The actual vote in the Cab- every way satisfactory.Tho statement is made
having failed to accept the adjustment pro- inet has not been ^inclosed, but it is understood
unanimons,if not that at a fortnight'snotice she can place
posed by the administration, the Federal troops to have been substantially
220,000 soldierson tne fronuer, and follow
cannot be used to sustainany State govern- entirelyso. Tho troops will not be actually
them with a like number in another two weeks.
ment, and that Hie two pretended Governors transferredto their barracks until after the reThis strong array adds greatly to her influence
must settle their own affairsin their own way. turn of Govs. Chamberlainand Hampton to
South Carolina,the delay being allowed in the settlementof the pending questions ____
THE FOSTER* MATTHEWS PLEDGES. in accordance with the wishes of both these The rinderjiest is raging in the immediate vi-

Hayes to visit Louisiana for the . purpose of

three Commiuionera

IxpsiNG, April

1877.

TM.most exoiimg episode 0: le past
woet was occiurioned by the re
joint committee of the House and Senate, which has

.

retired from the navy at his own request.

annum. These
wmmltteeof the
Much difference of

feveraLbill*dl
wl

had under

investigation

the alleged defalcations in the chemical

The

laboratory of the State University.

1

the

•

was
>me

ng the several 8euatinuing. the office altoto adopt the 'New York
Klein* of 0:
r to look after
ilroads. The
avor the prenent system, but
reduced salary.After devotingthcwholomorning to general debate, the committee finally rose.... At the afternooniesstnn tha
bill reducing the Railro^'
from $4,000to $2,500
7
fi

jwhilo

~

m

....

,

C^mKion^MlMj
passed.

House. — Bills were passed : Providing for the

<

r.l

tution and Isws of the State provide.
Under these circumstances, and in this confidence,
I now deem it proper to take action In accordance
with the principlesannounced when I entered upon
the dutiesof the Presidency. You are, therefore,
directedto see that the proper orders are Issued for
the removal of said troop* from the State House to
their previous place of encampment.
(Hlgnsty'.
B. B. Hathi.
To the Hon.
on. George W. McCrary, Secretary of War.
The following letter was sent to Gen. Sherman by the Secretary of War :>
1( /

ST^TE CAP

conjnjittee appoip^bfpr this investigation was selected with great care, and
composed of men whose ability and unbiased judgment could hot be doubted.
After a very thorough research, requiring about two months of time; the com-

ing tho

rill-

the RepisUr of Deeds, by appointment of PWbate Judge, in case* |>f vacancy
offlpe ;of

so that women who have l>een divorced on account of their having committed adultery May retainpoueuion of their property ; pro......
vidlng for incorporation of eclecticmedical socle-

amending tho law

..

revisionof the system of keeping State accounta
Mr. Hamid’s bill providingfor the protection of
port, and it is a document yftfich de- laborer*on public works was defeated, there bcine
only eighty-two member* presentthirty-sixof them
serves to have great weight with the voting against it The biU was finally withheld for
reconsideration .Mr.Hopkins’ bill providing for the
Legislatureas well as with the people of appointmentof a State trespassag«at was defeated
the State. The report finds
fault and reconsidered.... The bill to secure paymentsto
persons who perform labor on pnbbc works was
;
the •passed.. ..Much time was taken up in committee of
the whole on a bill to .provide, for jCounty SuperinBoard of Regents have in times post tendents of Schools.

mittee have finally presented their re-

.

.

much

with the manner in which

managed the affairs of the university,
and presents some very pertinent facts
to sustain this charge. The report holds
Dr. Douglass responsible for the deficiency, amounting to something over
$5,000. The Board of Regents, at a
meeting Wednesday,we learn, decided
to

dismiss Mr. Douglass from the service

of the institution.

A considerablelobby in the interest
of various local bills has been present
for days past, and serves to relieve the
monotony to some extent. Most of the
day Thursday was consumed in the discussion of a bill to provide a M County
Superintendency of Schools.” The biu
was finally defeated, after a very warm
contest.

The special order, ‘consisting of
several bills on the / liquor question, was reached, but postponed

to

a

later

day. The

prohibi-

tionists claim to be gaining ground,

have some hope of pressing their

and

bill to

a successful issue.

The Governor sent to the House,
Thursday morning, his second and tlijrd
veto messages. They were on local bills,
and the principal objectionraised was
that they were of that class known in
Legislative parlance as “ late chickens,”
that is, they were originated after the expiration of the fifty-day limit prescribed

Thursday, March

29.— Senate.—

resolution appropriating
deficit in

Tho

joint

money to make up

the

the account of the CentennialBoard 0

Commissioner*was read the uura tune. The vote
on it stood 20 for, 10 against.The President ruled
tliat,two-thirdsof the thirty-two Senators elect not
having voted therefor, tho resolutionhad not
passed. The ruling was objected to on the ground
that the proposed appropriation was for public and
not for privatepurposes. President Sessious stated
his reasons and authority for the ruling. The appeal was voted down by a largo majority.
House. — Two messages were received from th«
Governorvetoing bills disorganizing Lake township,
Benzie county, and changingthe line between Grand
and Duncan townships,Cheboygan county. The
former was vetoed on account of its being a new
measure tacked onto an old bill ; the other because
he had learned from citizens of the towns
named that the measure would lie unwise.
The vetoes were sustained almost unanimously....
Bills passed removing the necessityof a married
woman swearing before signing an acknowledgment
of deed that she is not ooercedbyher husband; providin for the Issue of anew deed by the court in
case of the lost or deatruction of a previous deed issued by an officer where sale has been made by order of the court; relative to proofof copartuershipin
oases of trial before courts:restricting
the grantees of
Htate lands from selectinglaud in other counties than
where the public work for which the land has been
granted has been performed.... The entire afternoon was occupied in filibustering
over a bill to establish County Superintendentsof Schools....
Much time was devoted to general dlscussiou of the
proposed general order of business,the subject
coming up on the introduction of a resolutionto
place Liquor bills on the special order for April 10,
which was adopted.

Friday,

March

30.

-Senate. -Bills wore

passed amending the Ypsilanti city charts ; legalizing the action of the Kaskaskia.coimty
Board of

Supervisors in creating Grayling township : changconstitution, being constructed ing tho name Of John Guteskunt to John Gute.
after the same manner as the boy mad6 a Considerabletime was used in passing the lastbill —
The Senate went into committee of
new knife out of an old one, by “first named
the whole a short time, when an executive session
putting in a new' blade and then putting was held to confirm another large numl>er of Notaries Public,....
Adjourned to Tuesday. April 3.
on a new handle.”
House.— The followingbills were passed: To
Of course this sort of legislation deserved rebuke, and the House meekly change the name of John Gutoskuntto John Gute
the Board of State Auditors to make an
submitted to the chastisement.The authorizing
equitable settlement with Thomas Robinson for
members introducingthese bills - are State swamp land scrip ; authorizing and directing
mainly to be blamed for their passage, as the Commiseiouerof the State Land Office to •issue
a certificate
of purchase of ccrtr n State swamp
in many instanoes their irregularity is lands to John Heaphy, of Cheboy an county, upon
not known to those voting for them, at- the payment of $1.25 per acre, confirmingthe
sale of certain primary school lands, and autention not having been directed thereto
thorizing a patent to be issued for the same to Henry
— indeed, two of tins class were approved Moses .... House bill (&. to aid the early construction
by the Governor without the leatrtr sns- of a railroadconunencingat some point on Thunder
bay, Lake Huron, within the city of Alpena ; thence
picion of their illegitimate birth. v
in a southerly and southwesterly directionto a point
The Senate has passed a bill to close intercepting the Jackson, Lansing, and Saginaw
railroad, passing throughthe villages of Oscoda, Au
nil drinking saloons on election day. The
Hatfie. Tawaa, East Tawaa^and Alabaster,was made
bill will probably pass the House without the specialorder for next Wednesday ____ Adjourned
much opposition. And, while speaeng to Tuesday,

by the

of elections, I Irill mention * that there

>

'

We

print below the full text of the letter of

Judge Matthews and CongressmanFoster,of
Ohio, to SenatorGordon, of Georgia, and Con-

gressman Brown, of Kentuokv, touching which
a good deal has been lately said. The letter
was given to the public by Mr. Brown at the
request of Messrs.Matthew'sand Foster
*.

WashingtonCrrr,

Fob. 27, 1877.
Gentlemen : llcferringto the conversation had
with you yesterday,in which Gov. Hayes’ policy as
to the status of certain Southern States was discussed, we desire to say we can assure you in the
strongest possible manner of our great desireto
have him adopt such a policy as will give to the
people of the States of South Carolina and Louisiana the right to control their own affaire In their
own way, subject only to the constitution of the
United States and the laws, made in pursuance
thereof, and to say further,that, from an acquaintance with and knowledge of Gov. Hayes and his
views, we have the most complete confidence that
such will be the policy of the administration.

•

_

.

Respectfully, Stanley Matthews,

_

.
Charles Foster,
To Hon. John B. Gordon and John Young Brown.

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

gentlemen. Chamberlain has

addressed a
long letter to tho President,protestingagainst
the recall of the troops; He says : “ It will
lead to the quick consummation of a political
outrage against which I have felt and now feel
it to be my solemn duty to straggle and protest so long as tho faintest hope of success can
be seen. "....The President, in conversation
the other day, in speaking of the manv invitations he had received to go to Long ‘Branch,
said’that be should remain in Washington the
greaterpart of the summer.

THE SOUTH.
Information from New Orleans is to the effect that “ Packard continues to arm his militia,
principally colored, but tho adherente of Nich-

say that they have no apprehension of
danger, as their armed friends are far more
numerousand effective than Packard’s,while
an additional force from the adjoining Htates
can he procured if necessary."

olls

A New Orleans dispatchsays P. B.

8.

Pinch-

back, the well-known colored politician, lias

cinity of

London.

:

formerly Secretary of the City School Board,
Four and naif per cent, bonds ......... 50.000,000 was appointed by Gov. Nicholls Tax Collector
of the Sixth Distriot of ;New Orleans. Several
Total coin bonds ..................
91,868, 148,700
other colored men have been appointed to luLiw-ful money debt ....................
$ 14,000.000 crative offices by Gov. Nicholls.
‘Jcbt- .........................
6,002,300
Revenge Agent Wagner telegraphsto
Certificates of deposit ......... .....
.

..

............ aa

Fractionalcurrency
Coin certificates....................
i"

iin

sio

$

—

,..

*

Special deposits held for redemption
resentativeshave seceded
of certificates of deposit ..... ....... 35,155,000

and

joined their

;

which ended March 31, show the

total

revenue to be £78,585,036, which is £158,08(1 in
excess of the budget estimate, and £1,433,343
in excess of the revenue the previousyear ____
The civil strife in Colombia,South America, is assuming tho character of a religious
war. The Congresshas adopted a resolution
to the effect that as soon as a prelate throws
himself openly into the road of sedition, his
effects shall be appropriated,the archepiscopal
palace used as an office for the Secretaryof
War and of Marine, and the seditious prelate
b&niHhod from the republic. A battle lasting
banished
lasti
seven hours was recently fought near Manigalas,

fortunes with the Nichollslegislature
Total in treasury.................
9 130,158.148 Another has resigned his seat This
proceeding, it is claimed, gives the
Debt leas cash in treasury............. f 2,088,781,143
Decrease of debt during March ........ 14.107,016 NichollsLegislature a quorum.... A CharlesDecrease of debt since Jane 30, 1876.. 24,766,218 ton (S. C.) telegram says: “The news of the resulting in a victory for the Governmenttroops.
Bonds Issued to Pacific Railroad Comdetermination of the Cabinet to withdraw ..... Germany has concluded commercial treaties
panies, interest payablein lawful
troops from the State House in Columbia
money: principaloutetemling ....... 64,623,512 causes unfunded toy here. Telegrams from with Peru, Nicaragua and Guatemala. .Count
Von Amim has become blind from erysipelas.
Interest accrued and not yet paid ..... 969,352
various points in the interior of the State say
Interest repaid by transportation of
— Dispatches from Berlin and Pans to the
malls, etc.......................... 8,044,094 the news is received with impromptu meetings' London papers represent the public feeling in
salutes of cannon, and other demonstrationsof
Balance of interestpaid by the United
those place* as not increased in hopefulnessby
popular rejoicing."
.

8tttM ............................... 25,974,629

.

the signing of the protocol

THE EAST.

,

POLITICAL.

The Colorado Legislature has abolished the grand’ jury system in that
State, providing in lieu thereof that the
Judge of the County Court and two Justices of the Peace of the county sliall sit
as a court of indictment to hear testimony on both sides of any case brought
before them. In indictments under the
grand jury system, the testimony of the
prosecutiononly is received.

stringent regulations relative to registration of voters, which has iper^ and frill

The Burlington Gazette refused an
answer to a statement that hud been
made in their paper on two grounds.
First, that the answer was not competent. Second, that the writer of the answer had no business to know tliat the
original article appeared in the Gazette,
since his name was not on the subscription list.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Beeves ........................
..... 8 25 @12
Hook ..........................
.... 5 75
6
Cotton ........................
.... 11*
Flour— Superfine Western .......... 5 75
6
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............. 1 45
1
Corn— Western Mixed ..........
Oats— WesternMixed ..........
Bye— Western .................
Pork— New Mess ................... 14 75
15
Lard— Steam ..................
.... 9’f
•

~

question as to the probable conditionof the
State in case the troops should be withdrawn,
there beinf’
A! ---* Chamberlain’s
’
no discussion
of
Douohteby Bros. A Co., bankers in Pitts- rj«.llt
ightor
til
®r
4e to too Governorship.Hampton
[aimed tha there was an imperativenecessity
burgh, Pa., have failed for *110, 000.... Ber- claunedthat
for
ar speedy action, as the phnUng
tha Von Hillem, the female pedestrian,has
8 out b Carolina are in absolute danaAr nf Ao0_
after Catholics will be eligibleto office in that

*—

CHICAGO.

Steers _____ 5 25 (
Choice Native*............ 4 60
Cows and Heifers......... 2 50
flood Second-class Steer*..3 90
Medium to Fair ........... 4 25
Legislative Proceedings.
Hoos— Live .........................
4 50
White Winter ....... 7 25
Tuesday, March 27. — Senate.— BIUh were Floub— Fancy
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00
passed authorizing Prosecuting Attorney* to author- fr'HEAT— No. 2 Spring ..............1 26,^
No. 3 Spring ..............118
ize other attorney* to appear for the people in trials
Corn— No. 2 .......................
38 V
of cases of misdemeanors : authorizing accident insurance companiesto transact business in Michi- Oats— No. 2 ........................ 31
gan ; regulating tho rcspousibiliUe* of insurance Rye— No. 2 .........................
Barley— No. 2 .....................
agents ; enforcing decrees for alimony ; increasing
Butter— Creamery ............... 31
the fees of constablesfor performingcertainduties •
Eoob— Fresh.; .....................
KJtf
amending the law relative to mortgage foreclosures
Fork— Mess ........................
I4
by advertisements ; providing for raisingmonev for
Lard ......... .....................
school districts under certainprovisions; to amend
MILWAUKEE.
the iaw rclaUng to primaryschool* ; appropriating
... 1 44 @ 1 45
$600,000for running expenses of the State Houbc of
1 35
No. 2 .....
Correction,at louia,for tho next two year* ; organ... 39
40
Corn— No. 2 .......
izing Wenona Banks and Salzburg into a city, to be
... 30
31
Oats— No. 2 ........
known as West Bay City ; to reneal an act to prevent
... 69
69
fishing during tho months of December,January, Rye ..... ••••••••••
74
llABLKI—NO. 2 .....
February and March, in the inland lake* in the
ST. LOUIS.
county of Oceana, approved April 16, 1875 ; relating
. 1 62'/@ 1 53
to receiver* In chancery ; relative to comniisBious Corn— Western Mixed.
.
38
39
allowedexecutors : relative to township boards of
Oats— No. 2 ...........
»4tf
health and health officer*.... A Joint resolution
67
Rye ..................
passed authorizingthe Agricultural Land-Grant
14 75
Board to confirm sale* of certain land* heretofore
Lahd.
made ; al*o the Senate bill extending the power* of
5 25
the Detroit Fire Commission,giving them authority
6 00
to extend the fire limit*. . Much time was taken in
CINCINNATI.
cemmitteo of the whole
the bill appropriatingmoney fof the Agricultural College.
Corn.
An attempt was made to cut down the professor*’
40
Oat*.
salaries.It waa finally passed by a vote of 12 to 11... .
76
Rye..
The Hopkins Libel bill came up for a third reading,
13 00
end was laid on the table on the motion of it* au- Lard.
10*
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adjourn on Friday it stand adjourned until Tuesday, April 3.
Bills passed vacating Lincolntownship and incorporating it with the township of
Hope, Midland county ; providing for the appointment of an Assistant State Librarian....There are
now three bills before the Senate relative to the
Railroad Commissionership.One provide* for one Cattle— Best .....
Commissionerwith *
> Medium.
anum; another for
.
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54
46
38
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rent resolutionwas passed that when the Legislature

I

Modern

marriages,says a contempowith a court and end with
^ntimytlled state porary,
P°ra£L begin
be*

__

(

TOLEDO.

.

dent, are particularlyactive, and there is a
strong probability that he will be recalledto
preside over the affairs of the unhappy Re-

n.v
35
46
56
45
88
00
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Beeves— Choice Graded

Bismarck has asked for and been granted a
W’ade Hampton,the dispatches from Wash- year’s leave of absence, to recuperatehis health. House.— At a call of the Hou*e some twelve mem- Wheat— Extra.
The completecount of the vote cast at the recent election in New HarapBhireshows that the ington report, has had a lengthy interview with
. .The pacification of Mexico under Diaz was
ber* were absent withoutleave, and much of th<
amendment to the State constitutionabolish- toe Presidentin regard to South Carolina affairs. not of long duration. He has quarreled \\ith session was devoted to fun In dealing with these al> ,
The conversation, wo are told, was of #free and one of his principal Generals, ana revolutionary sentee*. Little or no business was transacted.
iug the religious test for office-holders
has
general character, and related primarily to the outbreakshave occurred in tho various States.
been Adopted by a small majority,and heroWednk8Day, March 28.— Senate.— A concurTho friends of Lerdo, the banished ex-Presi.

50
26

W

British revenue returns for the financial
year,

469,596,208 tillers

____

—

lector Patterson, of that State, and Deputy

Marshal Ray, with six men, raided illicitdism Watauga county,were fired upon, and
two men of tho posse killed, and Patterson
Total debt.................
......... 12.177 roogm wounded.
Total interest ........................
.* 27 029$? A New Orleans telegram states that two
treasury— coin ...............
86,818,285
Cash In treasur)'—currency ...... ..... 8,184,863 members of tho Packard House of RepTotal without interest ............

of SaxeCount Henry Von Amim has become blind through erysipelas, and is not likely
to survive long
Germany has concluded
commercial treaties with Peru, Nicaragua and
Guatemala
Official announcement is made
of the signingof the protocolby the powers.

Weiningen

Washington from Greensboro,N. C., that Col-

I

Legislature m reference thereto. One
provides a punishment for pool-selling
or betting on the result of elections;
another prohibits the use of money
by candidates, for .office , ior any
other purpose than merely paying for the printing of tickets; bnt,
if passed, would probably be evaded in
many ways. Then there is a bill for more

probably meet with due consideration.
In pursuance of orders from Constantinople,
It is thought that the bill known as
the Turks will evacuate the islands in the Drina,
“ Baker’s Caucus bill,” which passed the
and thus remove the last cause of misundor- House last week, will be killed in the
standing with Servia. The trouble with MonSenate.
tenegro is not so easily disposed of. The
The Senate have had the Beard
Turkish commander in tie adjacent territoryof
Herzegovina is preparing for a renewal of hos- claim” under consideration,and much
tilities, and the Montenegrin Prince promises his
oppositionis shown to it. It has heretoaid and leadershipin the insurrectionary movefore always passed the Senate with nearments planned for the coming summer."
ly unanimousvote, but last session was
It would appear now that the only serious defeated in the House by a nearly equaldifficultyto be overcome in establishing peace
ly divided vote.
between Russia and Turkey is that of the deAn appropriationof $25,000 to build a
mobilization of the respective forces of the two
new dormitory at the AgriculturalColnations. Russia deems it a matter of national
honor that the Porte should be the first to dis- lege (in place of one recently burned
arm, while the Ottoman Government considers down) passed the Senate Wednesday,
it a rather risky business to place itself unarmed after some skirmisliing.
before such an implacable foe as its northern
Socially, Lansing has been rather dull
neighbor has always proven to be. Still, the
during
the week, the only entertainments
matter may be settled,and it is certain that tho
being a lecture on art, at the Opera
prospectsof peace are decidedlyfavorable.
The Princess Charlotte, eldest daughter of House, and a hop at the Light Guard
tho Crown Prince Frederick William, has been armory.

Following in the public debt statement for been appointed by Gov. Nicholls,and conmonth of March
"
firmed by the Senate,a member of the State
betrothed to tho hereditary Prince
Board of Education.A. H. Corbin (colored),

the

are also several other bills before the

..
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STORMISti THE ALAMO.
One

oi Santa Anna’* Soldier*Tell* the Story
of that Bloody Day-New Statements Eegardinff the Dying Momenta of the Famous

peculiar tersion of the story that recounts the facts affecting the death of
Travis and of Crockett. These two
were iotmd living, vet exhausted by
death-dealing, and lying among the
dead.
When Travis was discoveredhe gave a
Mexican gold, and, while converging
with him. Gen. Cos, with whom Travis
had dealt most generously when San
Antonio was captured by the Americans,
appeared. Cos embraced Travis, and
induced other offloers to join him in asking Santa Anna to spare Travis’ life.
The President-General sternly refused.
Then Crockett, from among the corpses,
stood up, utterly exhausted by weary,
sleeplessdays and nights, and by five

Prof. Tyndftir* Warning.
ure-chamber were pHitrefying human
In concluding afi addressto the itudentsof
limbs. That the exiik^boe of this den
New* from the Other World-Memge* was not unknown to i'ie authorities is University College (London) Prof. Tyndall,
from » Murdered Editor -He Still Wields shown by the fact that .the Mayor and who ia unquestionablyone of the most indefatigable brain-workersof our century, said,

SPIlllT'LAm

the Pen.

two other officials have beex' arrested for “ take care of your health. Imagine Hercules
accepting bribes to keep .th° matter as uaraman in a rotten boat ; wnat can he do
Rcligio- Philosophical Journal, who was secret; while the infuriatedp
[San Antonio (Texsa) Letter to New York World.]
can there but by the verv force of his stroke expeThe completion of a railway, by a
lately killed in Chicago, has been heard hardly be restrained from BotidpOtmg on dite the ruin of his craft Take care of the
Bbitoniun, from Houston, 200 miles, to
from in the spirit land. Jones' name the criminals the tardy justice “ie timbers of your boat" The distinguishedscientist'sadvice is equally valuable to all workers.
San Antonio,in Southwestern Texas, has
still stands at the head of the editorial
We are apt to devote all our energies to wieldgnillotine.
f
invested with fresh interest the memories
column of the paper as editor and proing the oars, our strokes fall firm and fast, bat
few of as examine or even think of the condi•of this ancient capital coeval with Philaprietor. His son-in-law,John C. Bundy,
Our Reserve Army,
tion of our boats until the broken or rotten
•delpliia. Everywhere, in every city and
announces, over his own name as acting
Statistics just published in regutl to
timberssuddenly give way and we find ourselves
hamlet of the United States, the play
editor -and business manager, that the the militia force of the United Btatea
he victims of* a calamity which could have
entitled, “The Alamo; or Death of David
course of the paper and its tone will be show the following interestingfacte: be. en easily avoided by a little forethoughtWhat
Crockett,”has appealed to the passions
unchanged, and that Mr. Jones, being There are attaohea to the militia 115 begi'n with a alight fracture, or perhaps even a
of the multitude.When this railway
freed from the trammels of the flesh, will general officers, 895 regimental officers, omit as exposure to disorganizinginfluences,
ends Li the complete wreck of the life-boat
was finished, last week, I went with a
be able to do more for the paper than lie and 4.356 company officers. Total mat*
The dis*we which began with a alight headache
great throng to San Antonio and gathered
| line done heretofore.To unbelieving
ber of commissioned officers, 6,541. Noah or mbAm exposure to cold terminates in death,
hours' constant fighting.
Sie facts here detailed, which give the
ears an editorial and nroprietaryinterest commissioned officers, musicians and unltMiU progress be checked, and the disease
Santa Anna was enraged beyond
Mexican aspect of the old familiar story.
in an earthly journal by one of the heav- privates, 83,826. The total number of remedied. The first symptoms, the heralds of
measure that his orders were not exeThe recital as given is a careful translaenly host sounds queer. If Spiritualism men available for military service, but disease, give no indication of the strength of
cuted. He directed the soldiers near
the on-comingfee, and the victim trusts that
tion by Col. Ford, commonly known as
is what it is claimed to be this is certainly at present unorganized, is 2,875,460—
his old ally. Nature, will exterminate tbs invaIrim to fire on the two Texans. Travis
“ Old ‘Rip,” a frontiermember of the
a rare chance io ----show its power.
------ Mr. apportioned as follows: Maine, 78,376; der. But dlssase is t A old general and accomwas shot first in the back. He folded ---------Texas Senate. The old Mexican soldier,
Jones is a thorough exponent of the
Hampshire, 86,394 ; Vermont, plishesUs most important movements is the
his arms across his breast, and stood
the raconteur, is named FranciscoBuerra,
trine, one who has given his life to its 30 112 ; Massachusetts, 247,495 ; Rhode night-time, and some bright morning finds him
erect till a bullet pierced his neck.
bom in Guanajuato, in 1810. He be- stiffly
unfoldment,
and, now that Ua
he Una
has Island, 40,839; Connectiont,61,302; New ia possession of one of the strongest fortifica--Hefell upon his face while Crockett’s
tions r and when he has once gained a strongcame a soldier in 1828, was of the army
reached that land, sends back word that York, 483,183; New Jersey, 184,257; bold in the *ystem Nature tgnominiotulyturns
body was riddled with bullets. The
that stormed the Alamo in 1836, and was
his teachingswere all true and that he Pennsylvania, 356,393 ; Delaware, not traitor and secretly delivers up the whole physcorpses of 2,000 Mexicans were buried
captured by the Texans at San Jacinto.
will be “ able to do twice, if not thrice, reported; Maryland,88,244; Virginia, ical aamory to the invader, like the wily polithose of • the dead Americans were
He became a citizen of Texas, served in
as much ” as when in the flesh. The fol- West Virginiaand North Carolina, not tician,Nature is always on the strongestside,
gathered and burned —
holocaust
the war of 1846-47 against his native
lowing communications are given as reported;South Carolina, 79,040; Geor- and the only way to insure her support is to
keep jour vital powers in the ascendant Keep
whose fires lighted the way to Texan
country, and in the Confederate army in
coming from the great editor :
gia, Florida and Alabama, not reported; your strongestforts -the stomach and liver—
freedom.
Dear
Francis
:
This
is
kind
of
you
to
allow
the war between the States. He is now
Mississippi, 135,178; Louisiana, 113,209; well guirdod. Do not let the foe enter the arme a word, so soon after leaving my mortal
} an honored and aged citizen of BrownsTexas, 78,458; Arkansas, 95,195; Ken- terial highways,for he will steal or destroy your
Victor Hugo.
body, vou and I having been ao long and ao inrichest merchandise and impoverish your king* ville, and his recital of facts as seen by
timatelv acquainted. I need not tell yon bow tucky, 217,044; Tennessee, not reported; dom. To repulse the attacks of the foe yonoau
Yesterday
was
the
75th
birthday
of
a Mexican at the storming of the Alamo
wickedly the preaa hai traduced and vili- Ohio, 229,725; Indiana, Michigan, Illi- find no better amiramition than Dr. Pierce's
has peculiar value in the eyes of your Victor Hugo, and yesterday saw the pub- fied my life dornga, for you no doubt nois, Missouri, Wisconsin and Minne- Family Medicines. (Tull directions accompany
lication of his new poem, the second part have read it. But, thank God, my
Southwestern readers.
each package;) Hia PleasantPurgativePellets
I sota, not reported ; Iowa, 169,118; Neof
“LaLegende des Siecles.” It is a friend, yon know better than they do the
are espociailveffectivehi defendingthe stomach
Santa Anna was joined at Laredo,
braska, 46,000 ; Kansas 90.000; Nevada
and liver. His Golden Medical Discovery for
little strange to reflect that France still object and aim of my life. While I waa not
where he crossed the Rio Grande, by
immaculate, yet if 1 know my own heart, and I and Oregon, not reported; California, purifyingthe blood and arrestingcoughs aud
Gen. Cos, who, in violation of the terms possesses her greatest poet, and that in thought I did. it waa to better my fellow-man, 101,937. A rough calculation of the mil- colds. If you wish to become familiar with the
of his recent surrender at San Antonio, great age his lyric force is not abated. and no mm living knew that fact better than itary available in the omitted States, most approved system of defense in this warwas forced to join Santa Anna and return Yet it will probably be allowed by for- you did. MSfonr friend and brother,
based on the proportionof availables to fare, and the history of the foe's method of in8. 8. Jones.
vasion, togetherwitn complete instructions for
into Texas. The movements of the Mex- eigners, if not by Frenchmen, that VicThe following communication was then populationin me other States, gives them keeping your forces in martial order in time of
cau army were greatly retarded bv fires tor Hugo is the greatest name in the roll
nearly 1,500,000,so that the military peace, you can find no better manual of these
sent hinl, the object being to find out
on the prairie,which rendered the horses of ’French literary .worthies. Other
just how it seems to be transportedto strength of the nation on paper is in tactics than “The People’s Common Sense Modof the whole force almost useless. Deaf countries must look back to some distant
ioal Adviser," by B. V. Pierce, M. D., of the
round numbers 4,875,460 men.
paradise :
World’s Dispensary,Buffalo, N. Y. Sent to any
Smith, a famous Texan scout, was the time to find the singer whom they chiefly
My BeaX Brother Jones : What were your
address on receiptof ©1.50. It contains over
author of this mischief. Santa Anna delight to honor. England possesses in aenaation* when first awakening in apirit life ?
The Feat of a Crazy Gymnast
nine hundred pages, illustratedby two hundred
halted a day or two at Medina, when he Shakspeare a poet whose place seems set
In response he said:
aud eighty-twoengravings and colored plates,
above
the
reach
of
mortal
ambition.
“Senor Mirande,” gymnast, eclipsed and elegantly bound in cloth aud gilt.
was met by Senor Novarro and a priest,
Ah to that, Francis, it was very like what I
who gave the General accurate informa- Each generationlias its favorites,whom communicated thiamoniing.When awakened all his previous flights while delirious
A Guinea is gcarow Yellower
tion as to the strength— 268 men in the new generations may accept or reject, to eonaciouaness1 looked about me and asked from fever at New York, the other evenbut
Shakspeare
is always outside the risk mynelf,“Where am I?" M that moment my ing. He had been so violent that he was Than the complexion of a person becomes who
Alamo— of the Americans in San Anomits to regulate his liver when that important
aon George was standingby me, probablyto
tonio.
sudden rain-storm and of rivalry. In Germany a more recently catch the first word spoken by me. I recog- tied to hie bed, but he broke the oords, gland grows neglectful of its secretive function.
“norther” made the river impassable, developed literature finds her chief tri- nized my aon, and he advanced and wo em- and, with a shriek, turned a somersault Moreover, the stomach under such circumand a forced march and immediate assault umphs in the plays and poems of Goethe, braced aa no one but a loving father and aon through the third-story window and hung stances becomes disordered, tho bowels are conimpossible. Next day he resumed the and of his far-reachingtranquil knowl- could. I said to George, “ Where am I, and to the casement by his hands, his body stricted, nains in the side aid between the
shoulder blades are felt, tint head aches, and
what does this mean?” He replied,“Father,
march, Gen. Mora in advance with orders edge of men and things. In Italy no you are a HpiritL" “Yea," said I; “yes: I now swinging to and fro forty feet above the the nervous system shares in the general deto seize the mission of the Conception, a fifth name has for centuries been added realize it.” I looked about me and said to sidewalk, while he shouted to his friends; rangement. Ibis concatenation of evils is,
massive stone structure deemed by Santa to those of the four chief poets, and George, “All that haa been told nieof the sum- “Go away ! I’ll climb to the moon !” however, easily remediablewith that matchless
Then he swayed his body with increas- regulating tonic, Hostetler'sStomach Bitten,
Anna a more defensible stronghold than among them Dante holds the chief place, mer land ia true." Your friend, 8. 8. Joneh.
ing rapidity and let go. but he grasped which insures tho secretion and flow of healthy
Then follows
the Alamo.
cannon-shot was fired unchallenged and unapproached. But
Dear
Brother
Joneh : Have yon found the the metal leader of the house, went up it bile, acts gently but effectually upon the bowels,
France
has
waited
until
this
century
for
when the head of the advancing column
statementsvou made in your articlea,“Well, hand over hand with the agility of a mon- and removes every symptom of nervous or direached the cemetery. The town was her poet of widest range, of most pre- What of It?" realkzod in apirit life?
gestive trouble. The result is that renewed
key, and suddenly plunged forward, land- tone is given to the entire system ; tho Hallow,
not defended,and Col. Mora was ordered cious value, of most musical tongue, a
In response he said
ing upon the top of a shutter on tne top hsggara appearance of the faoe to which bilto hike a position north and east of the “ mighty- voiced inventorof harmonies.”
Every word and idea verified to a dot.
The
din
of
the
controversy
in
which
floor. He swung on the fragile blind, iousness gives rise is superseded by the glow of
Alamo to prevent the escape of the garThe followingwas sent :
health, and tho frame gains in substance as
French
poetry
awakened
to
a
brief
life
which it was feared would be forced from well as vigor.
Dear
Brother
Joneh
:
What
celebrities
have
rison. This was late in February, 1836.
its hinges by his weight, and, sudSanta Anna led 4,000 men anil waited in the restorationhas fallen silent, the visited you since your entranoeto apiritlife?
For a Good Breaktaator Tea,
To which the editor replied
denly leaping in the air, grasped the gut
the coming of Gen. Talza with 2,000 dust has cleared away, and the renown
You
have
often to make rolls, biscuit and such
My Dear Francis : Aa to that I have not ter of the adjoining house. Away he
more. A battalion crossed the San An- of Victor Hugo is as solid as his parti- been
delicacies, in about ten minutes. It’s easy and
able
to
meet
many
besides my own dear
tonio river and took possession of houses sans long ago were quarrelsomeand ones yet. I have been called upon by Theodore went leaping from shutter to window-sill* certain with Dooley’s Yeast Powder, tho best
lielow the Alamo to build a bridge across noisy. We come, a later generation, and Parker,John Pierpont, Joshua Gia dings and until the top of the stoop was reached, of them all. Troubled housewife, hero is one
the river. Thirty men of two companies see and hear the poet as if with the eyes Robert Owen, but above a passing salute nothing when he slid down one of the posts to the cause of your annoyancesswept away. Full
weight and the beat materialarethe watchword
sent the next day to make a reconnois- and ears of posterity. Foreigners are was aaid. I waa too weak to talk with any one. street, escaping in the darkness. He was
of tne manufacturers.
By the by, I recognizeda spiritthat I met in finally caugnfc, but died next day.
not tempted greatly to take one or other
sance were killed. A light earthwork
mv early hfe. He lived in my native town in
of
the
sides
in
which
politics,
religion,
After an exprience of over twentywas thrown up alxwe the Alamo. The
Vermont— Ira
8. 8. Joneh.
Aa Agonizing;Choice.
five years, many leading physicians acknowlfiring from the fort, now invested on fashion hod as much to say as pure apThe followinginquiry was forwarded
The Memphis (Tenn.) Appeal relates edge that tho Qraefenoerg MarsHaW* Uterine
every side, was ceaseless. An earthwork preciation of literature.And foreigners
Dear Brother : Can you do aa much for the
Catholiconi* tho only known certain remedy
find
in
Victor
Hugo—
we
are
speaking
of
Journal and reform in apirit life aa you could the followingin its account of the recent
nearer the fort was constructedat night.
for diseases to which women are subject. The
>•
burning of the steamer Gov. Garland in GraefeultergVegetable PM*, the most popular
On the 3d day of March Gen. Talza him as a poet — the qualities that they in
In response he said :
arrived, and the plan of assault was de- gladly recognize, and the other qualities
the Arkansas river : “ Capt. Nowland’s remedy of the Jay tor biliousness, headache,
Yea, dear Fraud*, I shall be able to do twice,
fined and made known to the division whose absence they lament, in the earlier if not thrice, aa much aa when with you in the conduct was heroic. Finding it impossi- liver complaint and diseases of digestion. Sold
by all druggists. Send for almanacs. Graefencommanders. On the 5th of March classes of France.— London News.
office, if I can have the proper medium through ble to rescue his wife and two children,
berg Co./Now
whom to advise. I do not want the pai>er he was compelled to forsake either the
scaling ladders were distributed. At 3
changed in tone, size or price. 8. 8. Joneh.
For ten cents we will send » scientific
A Wasted Life.
former or the latter. He had ho time to
o’clock in the morning of the 6th, ever
Texan Leader*.

Stephen S. Jones,

the editor of the
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York.

hesitate, for the flames were already book of one hundred and sixty choice selections
Christian Hanson, arraigned in the
from tho poetical works of Byron, Moore and
The
Casualties
of War.
scorching the passenger* Capt NowPolice Court on a charge of attempt -at
Bums ; also, fifty selected popular aougs aud
The official statistics as to the number land kissed his little cliiilren farewell, other writings. The poetry of these authors fs
burglary, informed the Justice that he
made the attempt that he might get into of killed and wounded in the German and, seizing his wife, plunged into the true to nature and tho finest ever written. Deswater. He looked back, but the little mond A Co., 915 Race 8t., Philadelphia,Pa.
State prison. Being asked why he want- army during the war with France have
children he could not see, for his eyes
ed to go to State [prison, he answered : just been published at Berlin. The
More than 50 years have elapsed since
filled with tears, suck as only a father or Johnson'* Anodyne Liniment wa» first invented,
number
of
officers
killed
and
wounded
“Judge, I have only just come from
mo. Santa Anna spent the night in the Columbus, O., where I served ten years was 3,319, and of soldiers, 60,978. The mother can know the meaning of. A during which time hundreds of thousand* have
earthworks near the Alamo. The whole in State prison for burglary. I was par- number of officers and of soldiers who deck-hand, named BiH/ Staples,whose been benefited by its use. Probably no article
ever became so universallypopular with all
force was to move silently upon the fort- doned out by Gov. Hayes, now Presi- were either killed or died of their wounds home is in Memphis, witnessed the sad
classes as John*on'* Anodyne Liniment.
ress at the bugle-sound, and not to tire dent of the United States. My original was 1,374 and 16,877 respectively. The farewell. Seizing both of the children
No morb sending Consumptives South l
till in the trenchesof the Texans. The
sentencewaa for twenty years. My life proportionof the killed to the wounded in his strong arms, the brave man leaped
bugle was heard at 4 o’clock. Gen. is wasted and I am a wreck. God knows was 1 in 3.44 for the officers, and 1 in 5 into the water and carried them safely to This new principle, Dr. J. H. McLean’s Cough
and Lung Healing Globules,cures all cases of
Castrillon’s division, after half an hour’s I intended, when I came out of prison, for the men. As a matter of course, the shore.”
Consumption,Asthma and Throat Diseases.
desperate fighting, and after repeated to live an honest life. I was pardoned the great majority of the killed and
Dr. J. H. McLean, 814 Chestnut, Bti Louis.
This is a curious country. Americans Trial boxes 25 cts., by mail.
repulses and unheard-of losses, succeed- out the 5th of lost month. I went to wounded belonged to the infantry, which
ed in effecting an entrance in the upper Cincinnati and tried to get work, but lost 57,942, as compared to 2,236 in the can ship beef to England, pay all exWhy suffer from Cold in the Head ?
part of the Alamo, in a sort of outwork, failed. From there I went to Pitts- cavalry and 4,266 in the artillery.Only penses of freight, insurance and comDr. J. H. McLean’s Catarrh Snuff soothes and
now a court-yard. The fighting had burgh, and met with no better success. 5,084 were killed or wounded by artillery mission, and then sell it cheaper than cures. Infallible for Catarrh aud any Bores in
only begun. The doors and windows Then I tramped it all the way to New fire, as against 55,862 by musketry fire ; it can be had from meat-markets at the Nose. Trial boxes 60 cts., by mail Dr. J.
H. McLean, Bt. Louis.
of the Alamo building were barricaded York, where I had friends, trying to get and, though artilleryhad never been so home.
and guarded by bags of sand heaped up work from farmers on the way, sleeping much employed as in the Franco-Ger- Five Thousand Hook* Given Away for the
VegetablePulmonaiy Balsam, the great New
Asking.
as high as a man’s shoulders,and on the where I got an opportunity,and eating man war, 21 losses out of every 23 on the
England cure for coughs, colds and consumpWhile Dr. H. James was attached to the Brit- tion. Cutler Bros. A Co.’*, Boston, only genuine.
roof were rows of sand-bags, behind whenever charitablepersons gave me a German side were due to infantry fire.
ish Medican Staff in the East Indies, his high
which the Texans fought as men never crust My friends here, who knew me These figures are interesting, for they
A positivecure for rheumatism—-Dnposition enabled him to call about him the best
fought before— muzzle to muzzle, hand before I was a criminal,refuse to recog- seem to confirm the theory that the ^ ef- chemists, physiciansand scientistsof the day, rang’s Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular
to hand. Each Texan rifle-shot ex- nize me. I can’t get work. I have livec fect of artilleryfire upon tho battle-field and while experimenting with ind among the to Helphsnstinea Bentley,Washington, D. C.
hausted its force and spent itself in suc- in the gutter and been kicked about,
is moral rather that material— that it natives, he accidentally made the discovery that
Rheumatism cured at once by Durang’s
cessive bodies of Mexicans packed to- dread to kill myself, and so, with the frightens more soldiers than it kills. coNBUMPTONcan bo positively and permanently
cored. During the many years of hi* sojourn Rheumatic Remedy. Hend for circular to Helr
gether like a wall of flesh. Muskets and horrors of prison life still before me, I am Some instructive statistics are also given there, he devoted his time to the treatment of phenstineA Bentley, Washington, D. C.
rifles were clubbed, and bayonets and obliged to go back. There is nothing as to the seat of the wounds inflicted. Lung Diseases, and upon hi* retirementhe left
Painters and Grainers, send for new
bowie-knives never wrought such fear- else left for me.” Hanson, later, said Thus, it appears that, out of 64,897 men with ns book* and papers containing full parprices of metallic grainingtools, for “ wiping
ticulars,showing that every one can be hi* own
ful carnage.
the crime for which he waa convicted waa of all ranks killed or wounded, 12,717
out." J. J. Callow,Cleveland,O.
The ceaseless crash of firearms, the robbery of the First National Bank of were hit either upon the head or the physician and prepare his own medicine, and
such informationa* we have received we now
Durano’s Rheumatic Remedy never
shouts of the defiant, desperate, be- Cincinnati of $40,000 in bonds and $5,000 neck, and this shows that the French offer to tho public without price, only aaking
fails to cure rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.
leaguered Texans, the shrieks of the dy- in greenbacka. — New York Herald.
troops must have fired very high. In that each remit a three-cent stamp for postage.
ing, made the din infernal and the scene
the Crimean war, upon the contrary, Address CRADDOCK A CO., 1082 Race street,
Burnett’s Cocoaine kills dandruff, alindescribable in its sublime terrors.
the highest percentage of wounds were Philadelphia,Pa.
lays irritationand promotes the growth of hair.
Grasshopper OH.
Each room in the building was the scene
Honey in Poultry.
in the lower part of the body— a fact
The National Lite Insurance Company of
Prof. J. H. Fowler writes as follows which is all the more remarkable as a
of a desperate struggle with fearless
Prof. A. Corbett, of No. 7 Warren 8t.. N.Y., baa
the United States of America.
men driven to desperation, and conscious to the Des Moines State Register : One large number of the men killed or received the Centennial and several gold medal*,
In nurfcsdcontrast with the unpleasantderelopments
that escape was impossible. They barrel of grasshopperscontains from wounded were serving in the trenches. also 12 diploma* for hi* new prooes* for hatching that
have appsarad races Uj, concemln#certain comp*egg* and raising poultry by means of horse mafought even when strickendown, and three to four gallons of a fine grade of manure. This valuable discoverywill give $500 nlea. we are clad to note the nenlta of an official examwhen dying still struggled, not with chine oil. Tiiere is none better for sewyearly profit from 12 hens. (5atalognes, circu- ination of thJe Company. Although having a charter
A Manutactory of Cripples.
death, but to slay Mexicans. In the ing machines, printing-presses, reapers,
lars anu testhnnoials sent on receipt of postage. direct from Congreea,it doee not attempt to dlanrokkft
A manufactory of cripples for begging
responsibility to State Insurancelaws.
‘
It will pay to propagate them for
long room used as a hospital the sick etc
Important.
By mutusl agreement, on behalf of the State Depart3 oil that is in tiicm. A rendering has been unearthed in Hungary. It
and wounded fired pistols and rifles
When you visit qr leave New York stop at the ments of Hew York, Massachusetts,Psoasylveniaand
seems
that,
twenty
years
ago, a man
apparatus,
the
same
as
packing
houses
from their pallets. Apiece of artillery
Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central Michigan,the Hon. Samuel H. Rowe, of the Utter State,
supposed to be that which Crocketthad use, will be all that is needed, and the named Trouilleson,his mistress and her depot. 350 elegantlyfurnidied rooms. Best commenced on January 8th a rigid examination of the
used during the siege, was shotted with manufacturer can afford to pay 75 cents brother came to Radna aud started this restaurantin the dty ; prices moderate. Bag books,assets and liabilitiesof this Company. Commissioner Rowe waa assisted by Prof. Watson, the well-known
grape and canister and turned upon the to $1 per barrel for hoppers, and there establishment,amassing a large fortune gage taken to and from said depot, free. Cars
“27 examinationcontinuedwithout InterruD.
desperate occupants of this apartment. will be plenty of men and boys and girls out of the horrid trade. Children were and stages pass the hotel for all parts of tho city. A?b!?7e
Uon until the 10th of February. The weuha are highly
gratifying to the friends of the Company and the public
After the explosion the Mexicans en- that will contrive to secure the hopper. kidnapped from all the surrounding
We have sold Hatch’s UniversalCough generally.On the Hth instantthe Company received
cities, brought to Radna and placed in
tered and found the emaciated bodies of He says also that, if caught when young
Syrup for about four years, and it has steadily from CommissionerRowe a reoewal of itt antbority to do
fourteen meh, tom and rent and black- and put in good salt brine and left in for the hands of the mutilators, and thus gained in popularity from its first introduction. boatneesIn Michigan,together wHh Us written aaeunnee
ened and bloody. Forty-two dead Mexi- fifteendays, then taken out and smoked were procured the horribly disfigured We keep all the congh remedies considered
cans lay at the doorway of this room. and boxed the same os herring, they beggars for which the city has been “standard"in this section. The sale of the
Universalhas become greater than any. perhans
Bowie, whose name tells of his fearful could be shipped East and used for hop- noted. A medical professor of Prague
discovered
the
place
and
notified
the
poknife and deeds, lay stark and stiff on a per soup, which has a fine flavor, and
i&aes
cot in this room. He was helpless and wonld sell as readily as slirimps or lice, and the result was the arrest of the
proprietors
and
disclosures
which
have
Sold
by
Van
Bchaack,
Stevenson
A
Beid,
Chioysters.
They
feed
on
pure
vegetable
in bed when the place was invested ten
matter, and no impure thing passes into horrified all Austria. In a filthy hall, as cago, BL
days before.
of America ia not reinsuring
c
Eleven Texans fired with terrible effect their composition,and, if you only think the officers entered, were huddled 100
Pills which contain antimony, quinine
^
___
r
_________
. wretches, legless, armless, blind, disSpicWelSiSiS^
from the roof of the building, where thev so, they are splendidfor digestion.Also
used three or four field-pieces, which I one spoonful of the oil before going to torted ; in hospital were three children,
Agents wanted in this county.
J. M. BCTLtft.
they charged with nails and pieces of bed at night will cure the most cases of just recovering from amputations of hands
Branch Office— Chisago, HL
Anti-BiliousPius.
I
I
or
feet,
while
in
a
pit
beneath
the
tortiron. Buerra, like all others, gives his

memorable in Texan song and story, the
the Battalion Matamoras was moved to a
point near the river and above the Alamo.
They were supported by 2,000 men
under Gen. Cos. this wing of the army
being commanded by Gen. Castrillon,
Gen. Talza leading that below the Ala-
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HOLLAND CITY

At the spring

elec don in

the Township I

TOTHE PUBLIC. Joslin&Broyman,

of Zeeland lhe following were declared
elected: J. G. Van Hces was elected su*

Satuuday, April 7, 1S77.

I,

by a bare mnjoMtyof five; A.
J. Van Regenmortcr,
treasurer; C. Van Loo, Supt of Schools;
J. den Herder, School Inspector; H.
pcrvlsor

Ridderiug for Clerk;

THS SPOILS Of VICTORY.

.

.

,We shall watch aad wait with some de*

Few

making appointments to the various
civil offices of the country. He has made
u good beginning,and to begin well is

the completion of the

half the

phen A. Douglas io Chicago.

of

battle.
and

alas

alas,

r.

A

My

been passed by the Illinois
making an appropriationfor A

monument to

Ste-

it

all

kinds of

J

NEW FURNITURE.

and Fancy Articles.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. Watchmakers |

Jewelers,

wa

DEALERS IN
I

dealers in

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

New Discvery

Dr. King's

up.

Opp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store.

Complete,

is

.

how many have begun

well and have not been able tu keep

Stock

Consisting of

bill has

Legislature

dl1

l

ISIS

Spring Goods.

Ho. 86, Eighth Stwafc.

Bosch, Justice of the Peace; C. de Putter,
kjr«e of anxiety, but with more of hope
than fear, to see what will come of the Highway Commissioner;I. Peak, A. Faber, L. Heins, aud J. Hieftje, Constables.
President’s intentions to reform the mode

But

ANNiS & BROEK,

Drs.

the anderntgncd, am dally receiving

offer

it

to

SktilSS’tt"!
caah.
,

the public cheap for

'

always keep on hand a full stock of

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
For the speedy cure of Consumption and
T. E. ANN18, M. D.
noblest purposes, pledged to be President all diseases that lead to it, such as stub& Fancy Goods.
of the country and not of a party, but has born Coughs, neglected Colds, Bronchitis,
From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASAsthma, pain in the side and chest, dry KETS In the market, and cheaper than iu auy
W.
H.
found himself a slave to do the bidding of
hacking cough, tickling in the throat, other place.
a gang of political traders. Mr. Marcy Hoarseness, Sore throat and all chronic or
put into an episrara the creed of politici- lingering diseases of the throat and lunes,
Give
a call and see for
ans, when he said, “To the victors belong Dr. King’s New Discovery has no equal
and has established for itself a world wide yourself, hefoie
go elsethe spoils.” Had he not made the grand
reputation. A great many of our leading
Kinds of Spectacles.
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
mistake of condensing his idea into this physicians recommend and use it in their where.
— — O^-1pregnant sentence;had he put it in such practice. The formula from which it is
- Ittae of (Sold
words as these: “ It is the understanding prepared is highly recommended by all
---i
medical journals. The clergy and the
of all political parties, when they are press have complimentedit in the most
The above firm make a epccliltyof custom work'
a
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
strugglingfor the possessionof power, glowing terms. Go to your druggist and
t'Uarautee satisfaction.Their prices arc low
enongh to compete with any honse in the cltv.
Holland, March 24,
6— ly.
that the offices under Government shall get a trial bottle free of cost oi a regular
^°n8tanl,y kand a choice varietyof
size for $1 00. For sale by Wm. Van All qualities of Carpel* cheap; also, all
Ladles aud Children sl ot!* and goiter*.
be held by those who are in sympathy
Putten also J. 0. Doesburg, Holland,
kinds of viatirasses.
with the administration, and will use their Michigan.
Repairing neatly done and at
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
Short Notice.
T AM authorlaed to »ell the Steam Tug •Gem’
best effort! to promote its popularity and
Many

Presidenthas started off with the

a

C O

F I

IF

IsT

S,

Jewehy

ELFERDINK’S

&

me

you

All

,

Holland,

1

Pens*

Live Geese Feathers Full
Specialty.

« Michigan

-

i

1877.

TUG FOR SALE.

1

success”— had he thus expressed himself,
he would have uttered the sentiment of
mere

politicians,

all

Holland, March

REIDSEMA.

It

Holland, Feb. 17,

DEWELL-SULLIVAN— On

was not the doc-

Tuesday April 3, 1877,
at the residence of the bride’s parcuts, by the
Rev. A.T. Sfewnrt, D. D., Mr. John A. Dewell to
Mary R, Sullivan both of Holland.

trine of the early days of the Republic.
It is not the doctrine of other free gov-

1877.

any government.
It converts the election of Presidentor
Governor into a grand fight for all the

offices

from the highest

makes

politics

to the

lowest.

3-

& A.

3

w

r. Z.

M

§
tri'5

r-:

oy

office >< business, when it should he just

Just received a supply of Spring Styles
of Hats; new styles of Calicoes and Fancy
Goods, all of which we will sell cheap for

the other way, and office should seek the

man.
The President made a good beginning,
when he selected bis Cabinet with independence and

in defiance of

office those

and

pici iu,
l

sc

a firm

who have

hand removes from

supplies' their places with

known

Gen

vor of, but which he

you want

had

a

large and fine variety of calicoes,and good prints at 0 cents
a yard, call at
‘ If

to see

P.

&

A STEKETEE.

men

qualifica-

Grant professedto be so much

ilrui luU’crtiscmcnts.

Fine Building Site For Sale.

aud craft are wholly abjured,and
'pHE East 45 feet of Lot 5 in Block M. Situated
men are made servants of the people to do
^ Doc!b“r»f>Hmg Htoro, and P.
the work required of them, we may see a
g-tf
purer and more honorable administration Holland, April T,

frA

the present generationhas

had the privilegeof enjoying.

just! To walk

the

an

v easy it is to

1

i

I it

A

i

mark out

in

it,

the path of

1877.
CHEAP JOHN’S

that’s the work,

HALF-PRICE STORE.

is very hard.

A

di

nis Cabinet offleen

so

>orK

With almo.t Mag:c

al

,

‘peed,

were

resisted by

Boots

No. l Family Machine. 1 cyllndei.
No.
••

3 •• •* 2

*2

tjecftuse ihe party

1,1

»

in
'

72*100-

Address, Bickford KNirriNoMACHiNKMro. Co.
Sole Manufacturers, BriUlrtoro,Tt.

6.18-ly

BOOTS
SHOES
-

P"

•'ter

cf

E.

HEROLD,

Eighth Street, City ok Holland

- --

•
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NOTICE.

Misses Wear.

Notice is hereby given to all persons inhave something better than we debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga &
have had in the days oi the years past. Son, that the undersigned bas been apWe shall see whs' we shall see, but we pointed the assignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
have been so much gratified oy the firmmust be paid to him without delay.
nesao* the Presidentin the midst of the
MANLY D. HOWARD,
stoi'.u that arose in the morning of his adAmignee of E. Kruiee.noa & Son.
Hollaed, March 28, 1877.
mi listrithm,that we have strong hopes of
tilings to

come.—

&

F. Obtener.

Worsted Dress Goods— some of the
opened here at an

richest patterns ever

_

At the charter election in our city the astonishingly low price.
following weft declared elected: K.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
BHiaddelee,Mayor; John A. Roost, City
(

'<*rk:

D.

Te

Roller, Supervisor; H.

MORTGAGE sale.

Mcen:*, Treasurer;J. Vaupell, Marshal;

Peace; G. J.
“J ,A*1'baJ1toed, Id* wife, w.£li HartzeU.
i’uren and Wm. Wakker, School lns; ot r» For alderman 1st ward— L.
S; r.H-mn; 2nd ward-D. de Vries; 3rd noon, in Liber Y of Mortgages, on page 556, through
* r t— E. Van der Veen; 4th ward-M. S mn1?601 °vthe moIwy •ecared to be paid L
m
°r whJch ,he P°w«f 10
II -ufsteger. For Constables1st ward.1 Vaupell; 2nd Ward— P. Pfanstiehl;
the;am °r fonr,eeD hundred and forty3ni ward— P. Koning; 4th ward-A. A.
Finch. This city voted almost unanimous
ag dost the purchase of the Spring Lake
and Lamont bridge, and also against the
H.

!>.

Post, Justice of the

Y

miTSSSJ?

$1,000 Poor Loan.
I'he Republican State ticket received a

very heavy vote, as

it

truly merited, for

nnhiw
dXhlTSt
u-

be foreclosed by a ule it

J^mlaes

S

the tonlh

b4,f

therein

the wroth

no better man than Judge Cooley could be

named

^4 P
ef

©

3

50

and orderly, and once more illustratedthe
power of

a

of he

Union Uckat.

cS

or

T'\KFAULT having been made

I. Marsilje for

Justice of

the Peace, aud G. J. Hyland, CUas. U.
Nichols, H. Van den Bcldt, and Clms.
Nichols are Constables.

In tho conditions

mortgage executed by James

.

claimed to be due at the date of thi* notice the aum
of twelve hundred and sixty dollant and lorty-one
cent*. lad also an attorney fee of fifty dollars, provided for In said mortgage: aud no suit nr proceeding having been Instituted at law to recover the
debt now remaining aecnred by said mortgage or
any part thereof;Notice U therefore hoi oby given,
that by virtue of a power of sale containedin said
mortgage and pursuantto statute In such case made
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale at public vendue of the mortgagedpremises thereindescribed,to wit: All those certain
pieces or pareds of land lying and being situate In
the Village of Enstmanville, In the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,known and described a*
follow*, to wit: Block twenty-four, all of Block
twenty-five, Block twenty-aixand Block twentyseven, all in said V illaguof Eustmanvllle, and numbered according to the plat of said Village as recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds for said
County of Ottawa in aaid State, containing about
twenty acres of land, be the same more or less at
the front door of the Conn House of said Ottawa

kS?D^‘nJhe

c,t^of GrHDd H>TBn' ,u wid county,
^KNjT-Wm1
DAY OF JUNK, A!

Gbaud

I“icrcai
Hat ex, March «8th, A. D. 1877.

tub

City Hotel,

NY

ft

Him,

Farm

I. P.

VAN PUTTEN.

THIBOTJT,
TAILOR

Ha* removed his business to

79 Monroe

of splendid clay
from this city. Near church
and school bouse, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
I will sell eighty acres

soil, six miles

M.D.

Repairing Neatly Done

HOWARD.

The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friend*
aud residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he bas made arrangements with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland, at who**
store,on River street,all Job work for binding can
be left . I have purchaseda new and completeline
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

CLOETINGH.

Comer Monroe and Ionia Streets.
GR-A-XsTD RAPIDS

lar

and remains the popu
Eating House of Grand

is

Rapids.

Spring Chickens on Hand.
i you want

a square meal go
aud try them.

Breakfast 25 ets. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 ots.

OYSTERS'!' SPECIALTY.

_

to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

Meals got up

GIVE

_

18

GIVE US A TRIAL
I.

P.

TFTIBOUT.

Secure a .v a genu y
and $50 or $100 per week.
"THI Z7SB READY AND N£7E2 OUT

Of

OkCSS"

HOMESTEAD $20
SEWING

$20 MACHINE
For Domentic use.

With Tihle ani Fiitra Cmjlstt only

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

This

Street.

Will be pleased to see all his old friend* ar-dcitsturners that require anything In the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything in our
line according to the latest style*,and for the low
cst possible prices.

THEM^TRIAL.
i-tf

$20,

A perfect and uaequaled,large, atrong ami durable Machine,constructedelegant and eolld, from
the best material with mathematicalprecision, for
Constant Family a*c or manufacturingpurposes.
Always ready at a moment’* notice to do its day’*
work, never out of order, and will last a generation with moderate care; ca*y to understand and
manage; light, smooth, ami swift running, like
the well-regulated movementof a Hue watch; Simpie, Compact, Efficientand Reliable, with all the
valuable improvements to be f-rond In the highest
priced Machine*, warrantedto do the same work,
the same way, and a* rapid and smooth as a $75
Machine. An aeknowlegod triumph of Ingenious
mechanicalskill, essentiallythe working woman's
friend,and far In advance of all ordinary Machines,
for absolute Strength. Reliabilityand general naefulness; will Hem. Kell. Tuck, Seam. Quilt. Bind,
Braid, Cord, Gather. Ruffle, Shirr, Plait, Fold,
Scallop, Roll. Embroider, Run up Breadths, Ac.,
with wonderfulrapidity, neatness and ease, sews
the strongest lasting stitch equally fine and antooth
throughall kind* or goods, from cambricto several
thicknesses of broadcloth or leather,with fine or
coarse cotton, linen. *IJk or twine. Gives perfect
satisfaction. Will earn it* cost several times over
In a season in tho work It docs, or make a good
living for any man or woman who desires to nse It
for that purpose; works sofaithlul and easy the
servants or children can nse It without damage.
Price of Machine with light table, fully equipped

for family work. $*). Half Case, Cover, Hide
Drawers and Cabinet Styles each at correspondingly low rates. Safe delivery guaranteed,free
from damage. Explanatory pamphlets illustrated
with enj ravings of the several styles of Machines,
references, variety of sowing, Ac., mailed free.
Confidential term* with liberalinducement* to enterprising Clergymen, Teachete, Business Men,
Traveling or Local Agents, Ac., .who desire exclusive Agencies, furnishedon application.Address
John H. Kendall A Oo., 421 Broadway, New York.

CROCKERY!
after this

date,
line

I

of

trade the necessary attention,

and will keep on hand a comResidence, or at his -Office, plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
ON THE CORNER OP
A liberal deduction to
STS., those who buy sets or in large

NINTH & FISH
1'cmllUm ’»

Holland, March

30,

1877.

Meat Market.
No* 76,

-

raiUMtol

quantities.

M^whctc at

R. A. SCIIOUTKN.

Flnt-CUm Accom modal ion*.

G.

2, 1870.

rr\ MERCHANT
V/^

for Sale.

intend to devote to this

whereas his

M,

CALL AND SEE.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

From and

one wishingthe servicesof the undersigned

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

bd

M

5*

---

8-ly

hm'”

E.

cf

B

^

*4

^-

»f.

j*

-o

Holland, Aug.

Ct

o

r

SALE-

Voseand Julia M. Vose, hi* wife, toMariette How“KfoKfime the twenty -eighthdav of October,
A. D. 1871, and recorded In the office of the Regia
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, State of Michigan,
on the eighteenthday of January, A. D. 1872 at
eleven o’clock in the forenoon, in Liber W of Mortgages, on page 871, through non payment of the
money secured to be paid by said mortgage,by rca
son of which the power to sell In sild mortgagehas
become operative, on which mortgage there la

A

cf Schools; T. Dykemafor Commissioner
cf Highways;

O

CROSBY’S

1, 1870.

NOTICE.

following are the elected officers:W.

spector; A. Vlsscher, for Superintendent

O

be relied upon.

the fr°nt door

Township of Holland the whole
Republican ticket was elected, with the
exception of the Township Clerk. The
Diekema, for Supervisor; A. J. Hillebrands for Township Clerk; D. Jonker

<

rf
CD
cf

_

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

"

Winter trade.

MORTGAGE

In the

for Treasurer;J. Ten Have for School In-

the

for

Holland, Jan.

Dated,
at

ci

a

2
h

PRICES ARE LOW.

toL.

CD

A.

D. loiii At two o clock iu the affernoon, to pay the*

office. Our electionpassed off quietly

CD

Musk foon, Sept. 3 1875.

on tHe

in the Western States for that

The Goods^arejirst-class-

GO

we wid

Full line

1 l‘;,Vlci;in’

*

3

BOOKBINDING!

ti

in ,n- Inaugural *torm,andu)iUitick toil,

good

Crockery,
Flour k Feed.

5

Yoiifh and

accepting the nomination,and

Hats it Caps,

Etc., Etc.

CD

42-tf

Gents,

President will give his supin

Dry Goods,

•

TT <

c|

Having succeededthe late firm of G. Van 1'uttiu
« Oo., at the same stand and in the same business
wishes to advertise through the column- of tbs
News bis *tock of

CO

73

ft

Van Patten.

(J.

Groceries,

---

CHEAP JOHN.

such a reform aa he indicated

'•»

hi

V

was ignored and

»d of the whole country consulted

aew

a

1

at

<4

© Si

cf-

ELFERDINK,

II.

NEW FIRM!

Hc

*

te

made.

Ladies,

irsclectior.
lhe

(t

needle*. !S0
flO.

A vmpU machine will be sent to any part of the
United State* or Ganada, f where we have no agent),
exprtu charges pre-paid. on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted In every State. County, City and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will b*

& Shoes and Furniture.

neir unfitnessfor the high offices, but
et. /

>

and gives perfect shape and flni-h to ail garment*
It will felt » Mir cf lockiin flfiein ninutMl Every
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do hut
xchat U rrjirtMidtd.A complete Instruction book
accompanies each machine

nsuished Senators, not on the ground

t

ot

Machine!

we would not lose the opportunity

J

'T'EAS are reducedto 35 centa per pound. Wuhof riving expressionto the regret we feel
Ing Soap-7 bars for only 25 cents. Coffee 15
in ..nmon with patriotic men of all par- cents per pound. Sewing Machines for less than
half-price. Also
ties that the nominations by the President

of

ti

attracting univL-rml nt.mtlon l>v It* antoniHhlng performance*and it* great practical value
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is not essential,but is inju-

rious to the stability of
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MANLY D HOWARD.

1877,

30,

on favorable terms. Inquire of

and the saying would not

have become historic.

ernments. It
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Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.

1T

1 g.j. vaarwerk.
Holland, Midi., Sejn. 10, 1873.

Eighth St.
—

0

--

-

Thia Meat Market is in Slnlter’sStore, two doors
East of L. T. Kantera’ Book Store. They keep on
hand a choice assortment or fresh meats, and also

kflttjb

.(

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to that line o
business. Full weights and good quality Is ou
standing rule.

Come and Give us

a Trial.

VA^TDIN BKUG
Holland, Fetf

24, 1877.

A

BHAAM.

'

|

jotting*!.

(JuAssiioiTKits grow taster than corn

1

township,to construct another highway

across l>.la<:k liiver leading into the eastern
part of the City.
1
The last aeiUcment of the city treasurer
Sixty thousand spindles are sonii to be
The studcuis ai Hope College are enjoywith the county treasurer shows an item
in operation at Columbus, .Ga.
for rejected taxes, charged buck
ing a two weeks vacation.
to the city, which matter it will perhaps be
— — » r. -^•TGrasshopukhsare numennis in Colora- well to imjuire into.
Emigrationto the Arkaiisas valley is
do, nod threaten general destruction to the
The most alarming feature tor the fuvery large the present season.
ture,
us far as municipal taxation is concrops.
— —
—
cerned, js the growing need of a new
Sixteen English families will settle in
Twenty captains of lake crafts signed ' -drool house; but inasmuch as this subject
Noble county, Minnesota,this spring.

Loon county, Texas.

1

DR. AIKIN'S

,

DOUBLE COLUMN.
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Misses Katie and Maggie Plugger hav

_

returned to Kalamazoo

«

studies.
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continue their

Saturday.
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The

> ijnmeusely.
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stave-factory

of

E.

Van
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Woman’s suffrage has come within one
of a victory in the Rhode Island Legisla-

Our Public schools are closed for two ture. The
/^veeks, and tlic children are enjoying it

vote stood 28 to 25.

public school at Quincy, Mich.,

been closed on account of the preval-

Iras

THIS. H/BAD ALL.

AVIiat is Wealth, or Fame, or Lift*— Without Health!!

Dr. Alkin’s Remedial Institute

.

FOR THE CURE OF-

CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.

the public, in view of the present
nresent low TSX DOCTOR’SI^CATIOIMn moot eltgible, cent raUnd
•
convenient at
prices of ail building material and labor.
with the scarcily of the latter, the low
Opposite(shove)Rathbun Homo.
rate of interest upon which money can lie 57 Iffonroe-st
obtained by corporationsnot in debt and And ho has also another entrance at
in good standing, whether it would be
between the Library and
policy to po&tpoue this matter of a new vj 1 UltaWa-Sl. Union Ticket Unice.
building for an indefiniteperiod, or whethSeparate room* for different patients.Call carlf.
er we should give it a more immediate at- Patients arriving In the city should come at once to

ence of the small-poxin that vicinity.

Veen

^

Eak^maw,

U.C temperance pLeOgeet

K/IHjAID

Grind Raptts

Builne»sOntn

sec th« Doctor before attending to other business.

tention.

Office honrs, 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Bnuday 10 u> 2.
CentennialPark with its hundreds of
The United States send more pupils to shade trees set out last spring, bids fair in
running at full time.
the Royal Conservatory of Music in Leip- the course of a few years, to become an
Is pre-eminentlysuccessful in curing cases in his
ornament to our city, and its present finSpecialties,and ha* many living witnesses who
The fishermen around the Lake have sic than any other foreign country save ished condition will only require a very Great
owe life and health to him. after having given up all
regun operations, and we hope to see some England.
small outlay, with the proper attention,to hope of ifllef.His remedies are moat Infallible,
Sc, Co.,

started up on Tuesday last, and is

DR. AIKXN

t

realizethis prospect.
The experienceof the past two years
has ied the Council to adopt the present
system in the distribution of aid to the
mg on election night, ns of old, and it is
.
poor of the city. Hie large amount annuroportt’d that they «cre literally 4cal, L'^re tuc next scss.od of Ongrrm
ally expended demanded that the same
--- j..*should tie done under the more immediate
>vith.
Mu. J. 0. DorsbURO has improved sufdirection of these elected by the people to
ficiently to be allowed to promenadethe
represent their interests, and the fact that
The Maple Sugar festival at the City
beautiful streets of Kalamazoo under es- in the hands of each individual is now
Hotel, on Thursday night, was well atplaced the cash wherewith to purchase his
cort.
tended, and the whole affair was considnecessaries has removed all further cause

fresh fish for sale shortly.

Gov. Stanford states that the Southern

,

ered a decided success.

last

J

fifYimplaiulas to exclusiveness and

Prop. Gee’s bund discoursed some good

Mrs. Lyon, of Olive Centre, whose case
we noticed

,

music in front of the City Hotel, on Thursday evening,while drawing attentionto

week, as having been seri
the Maple Sugar festival.

•

ously burned and an arm broken,
as well ns

is

doing

could be expected.

The complaint against the new steam
not
they
, Philadelphia
.
that they run so quietly that

street cars in

is

The King of Holland was lately enter- ,
arc noisy, but
tained at Loo palace by a band of colored/V,c 1,0 ut
jubilee singers. Me gave them n sut>scripJ|;,1;‘les,r"in8
tion to their "Livingstone hall” after the

performance.

that

.

1

,lt 1

W

“rc

ru“

reli

On a small island in Louisiana arc a
dozen box wood trees, the only ones in the
United States, and are supposed to have

Our

-

vessels are bending their sails, and
dl

been planted by coasters in the Spanish
out on Mon- reign.
day next. The schr. Four Brothers husj
List of letters remaining in the Post
arrived from 8t. Joseph, Mich., and re-

some of them intend

to start

Office at Holland Mich., April 5th, 1877:

ports considerable ice out yet.

G. O’Brion, John Oobler, Charles Hose,

^

series of painted fir poles covered

Uhas. L. Tiffany.

with wickerwork have been found in the

conclusionI would lender my thanks
,o tin! members of ibis body and the several officers of the corporation lor the universal courtesy and kindness shown during our official intercourse now brought to
a close. Accept my best wishes for your
future happinessand prosperity.
tju the mayor elect:
As the citizens of Holland have fixed
upon you as their chief executive officer
during the next fiscal year, you will allow
me on this oc<adon to add my personal
congratulations to the flatteringmanner in
which they have expressed their preference. With them I heartily join in entrus'ing into your hands and those of your
associates of the Common Council the
good government of the city. With these
lew remarks and my earnest desire for the
success of your administration, I now surrender to you the executive chair.
’ J. Van Landeoknd, Mayor.

Wm. Verbbkk, P. M.

Large

An

em-

artificial angle-wormhas

ented in St. Louis. The

braced between the two glacial epochs.

worm

been patmade of

is

india rubber, and is said to be a good imiquantities of marble are being tation. It has the great advantage over

shipped from Knoxville, Tenn. to San the ordinary earth-wormof nut being
Francisco to build a stock Exchange taken of the hook by nibbles.
which, it is claimed, will be the finest
A little eleven year old daughter o
structure of its kind in the United States.
Frank Harvey, of Olive Centre, while at

A more careful examination into the play in the road with a little sister, accicircumstancesconnected with the death of dentally caught her foot in a tuft of grass,
Mr. John Wabeke, mentioned in our last throwing her down and breaking her left
Wink’s issue, has led

to the

part of quite a number that

opinion on the arm below the elbow. The
it

little suffere,

was acciden- was relieved by Dr. Morris.

tal.

Some of
The township election in

Township

our boys are in the habit of

Clerk; M. Nienhuis for Treasurer;J. C.

on Sunday night, on the
street corners, passing remarks and making themselves otherwise obnoxious to
pedestrians.Whereas this has become a

Jones for Superintendentof Schools, and

matter of general complaint,we warn the

the

of Oiive resulted in the election of Ale P.

Stegenga for Supervisor;Henry Jones

for

-

standing around

H. G. Davis for Commissioner of High- young men
ways.

The

-latest

Hayes and

keep a sharp lookout for the

new Marshal.

A Doctor who Cares.
economy to snfferfrom any annoying
disease or symptom, which, from his ability and
success in *o many similar cases, you have every
reason to believe'the Doctor can euro. Health Is
cheaper than suffering and ftmerals. Do not be
It is false

'-^-BWLET’g

V

ItfJJl

from Pain. Weakness, Whites, Ulceration,Suppression or other diseasoa,and crag ont a miserable life, when by a little care yon can hate tbe enjoyment of perfecthealth.fSf"Oall or send Mam p
for circularand important Information.
^“Stirplcni-ture—few, healthy children, or none.

EPILEPST.

misled or influenced by the envious, Jealons or prejudiced, but acting on your own best, judgment,call
to fully Investigate and satisfy yourself. No use Fits. Chorea,Palsy, and all Nervous Affections arc
to denonncA a man who takes hopeless cases from cured where other means fall, by Improved rernethe hands of good physicians, and by his superior
skill and improved remedies restores them at once
dlM
to health and life’s enjovment.

DEFORMITIES,

Surgical Diseases.Cancers, Tumors. Harc-Llp,
"TOO LA TE! DIED THR OUQUKEQLKOT!" Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., nmedied by the most apIn how many cases this can be said of friends or proved methods, i, r
relativesvictims of Consumption or other inslduons disease, and how sad the reflection that the
timely, skillful treatment to prolong life wa.« neg-

GENTLEMEN!
m

lected.
OIS HEN,
.Most families have one or more wlih Hie embit- lotus,
tered by needless suffering — seldom free from pain, Buffering the ead offecte on body and mind of Selfalways conscious of disease or dlsabilltv, yet who Abuse, Excesses. Disease, or Defect, whatever
can be
d« r**BU)rea
restored io
to neaiwi
health oy
by wie»»iinm
tho skillful oyuvMMtoi.
Specialist j read or doctored in vain, letn t despairor fuluo
C^Eslahllhcd here in extensivepractice rlnco mode*tv be your rain but call or iendat once.
IHfiSat (8t. Lools in
San Frandaco dnrinR
pprfheonlj enre, rational, lartingcure for
enjoving a * Ide and merited reputation an a moat spermatorrhoeaSeminal Weaknets, Nervoua Do
miccefuful Physician, and having ihorough quallfl- bfllty, Impotence,etc. No qnackery or deception.
cations, insight
and’ aptnessfor the healing
art,
1
----* friendly advice and reliableaid. It ie well known
with all the best means and appilances-luHtruthat Dr. A, always effect* a cure. Ilia treatment.
ments and remedlee-knownto the Profession,a Include* Aix-you need never look elsewhere.
constant succosssiouof cores still attends Dr. Those about to many should not fall to consult him
Aikln’* practice,nnd consequently the number of anwH quickest, mild remediesfor all private dir
his patients is ever on the increase.
wUftfe casv" or old symptoms. Gleet, Byphllle,
Stricture, Defects, Phimosis, Hydrocele,Varlcorelo, etc., radicallycured. No mercury used. Pri
vate Rooms. No ;,g«Utng prescriptions.”
Trave-

VMS

-HOES

.

73)

’ .....

.

DR. AlKIN.

supplied.

^

promptly
. ...
While many Innocent victim* suffer the terrible
effect* of certain diseases neglectedor badly treat
RAPIDS, MICH.
cd by physicians in general (they should not be In
HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AND TREATMENT
trustea with these cssd), it is right and proper to
In reply Mayor Schaddelee addressed
HAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
use plain terms that the indiscreet or unfortunal e
may know where to get help, and no offense can bo
!!I8 EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
the Council in the following manner:
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIER TS TREATED taken by pure minded persons—Soo Titus 1-lh.
Gentlemenof the Common (Jw/w#:— HavWITH EOUAL CARE AND SKILL.
Good Advice and Good Treatment
ing been called by the electors of our HUNDUCS ATTEST TBS OBIAT SH1CACY 07 BIB
Youths and men who have received from other*
TUATXIHT.
municipality to the function of Mayor, as
Ba*ai** **a 8 tear 9a***aaat Lv** had treatment and Immoral advice (resulting in
such it becomes my duty to preside over
sad
conseqnencesor terriblediseases),will And u
Taaoar, m*a *raaacaa**ic Pi*true friend in Ur. Aikln, whose counsel and remctbe deliberations of your Honorable body.
aaaaa Ctraaa, ***
dies they can rely upon for their moral an phyelcnl
Co*arirtrrio*a Pvstr rr
It is my desire, and I have no doubt but
well-being.
**a
Maiarteeaaraa,
lly as much, to seek with close atHIS PATIKNTS GAIN 10 TO 40 LBS. IN WICIOHT.
... after the interestsof the corporaStammering, snd Iropodfmentsin speech that daily
the electors of which have entrusted Serious, Complicated Diseases,that for
and hourly vex and tnonlfy, and make one • laughM»ny
years
Resist
tho
Treatment
of
[r municipal affairs into our hands. In
ing stock through life, permsnently cured by a
numerous
Physicians,
are speedily
scumtlflc,rational and practical method.
then, to- carry out successfully that
Sick Headache, and Ague, cured by one dos«.
Cured’ by Dr. Atkin.
desire, our first aim should be to act in
Antidotes tor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Hahiis.
unity as mucli as possible on all important
Trusses. Supporters,Preventives, Syringes,etc.
at Last. supplied.
questions,which may come up from time
A suffererfor years from disease and bad treatto time during our administration.
ment, write*: “Dr. Aikln. I thank you from tho
You, gentlemen, constitutethe legisla- bottom of my heart formakinameaswella* I am.’’
Every Patient (either sex) may freely state all
tive body of our corporation. Your pruA gentleman state*: “Dr Aikln, you arc lisht— particularsof their case to Dr. Alkin, eitherin per
son
or by letter, reposing to his trust any delicate,
dent and careful actions therefore, will it is needle** to be *ick. By following tour dlrecnr medicine* had cured me. have personal, or family matter, andean alwaya rely up
tlons, after your
have a beneficialtendency to the commu kept perfectly well. I fell
tell everybodyof your great on the sti iciest confidence and secrecy.
uity which you have the honor to repre- Bticcci*and Improved treatment."
VWmDR. A IK IN QuarunUtt bstttr.safer,treat
Another ono say*: “Have never felt *o w ell In mtnt (and for less money) in all Special Vasts than
sent. Upon assuming the duties devolvcant* had < lute here. Hu is easily accessible from
ing upon tbe executive office,I desire to my life a* when under joui*caro and since your
all points.
curing mo.”
express my gratificationin presidingover
THE MOST DIFFICULT CARES SOLICITED.
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
a body of my fellow-citizens,
with most of
Consultation Free. sms always Reasonable
A lady write* to Dr. Alkin: "lam so soon and
whom I have enjoyed a long and personal easily well by your treatment th*t my fadh In Come pivpated to arrange needful, thorough tn-aiacquaintance duiing our continued resi- vou is unbounded nnd *hall recommend you to all mont Satisfaction guaranteedto AU. Medicine*
dence in this city, and who, with their ex- in* friends a* a mo*t reliablephysician,’
furnished.Patients visited, lu city, or any dis“Mu*t have help, or die, or go Insane, I conclu- tance, in serious cases

THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST,NOW PERMANENTLY LOCATED IN GRAND

lers

9aoaa*Pow*

ST-ST-STUTTERING!

The Right Doctor

CONFIDENTIAL!

'/

.

perience In municipalgovernment and

news from Washington is to

the effect that President

to

fa-

rilism.

coal shale at Wezikon, Switzerland.They
are supposed to belong to the period

with marvelous efficacyrelieving symptoms and removing the cause of disease, restoring the vital organs to their natural functions, purifying and Invigorating the whole system, and ho is universally relied upon as

his cab-

Mr. John. Lisman, at

present book

keeper for J. Duurseoia & Co., has formed
a

inet have decided after mature delibera- a co partnershipwith Louis

de Kraker

extend the meat business. The

tion, to recognize

Wade Hampton as GovThe order has
been issued to withdraw the troops from

Jr., to

ernor of South Carolina.

intend to fix

the State House, and the South Carolinians

however, will remain bookkeeperfor

leel highly elated.

Duursema & Co.

up

their market and

as attractiveas it

make

it

should be. Mr. Lisman,
J.

ded.’’ write* a man of 26. in poor health for years,
who, after a short treatment by Dr Alkin, further
state*: “Your remedies are having a remarkable
effect. I can sleep better,am galntmr flesh, and
mv health I* improvingin all respect*”
bit. AIKLN ha* given tho public sufficient evidence to convincethe most skeptical and IncreThe General Fund is exhausted,and more dnlous that hi* method of treatment is peculiarly
successful in every departmentof his Great Specithan that, several hundred dollars In debt, alties, especially such case* as -have defled the
and ihe people have with a large vote re- skill of other and justly celebratedphysicians:
R that it
aflilct'
jected the proposition of your predecessors hence NO ONE SHOULD
ed1 with seeminglyIncurable disease,but cherish
to raise one thousand dollars as a special
hope of being relievedof suffering,if not entirely
tax " for the support of the poor of the cured,
ired, hy
by his succesful mode of treatment,

practical business lilc, may warrant the expectation of the present administration, so
emphatically expressed at the late decUou by a large majority of the electors.
Our finances are in a crippled condition.

DESPAIR

On Thursday evening the old and new city.” This leaves the incoming adminiIn the course of the past week we have
members of ihe Common Council met at stration financiallyembarrassedand places
heard the rumor that Dr. Gee was about
the Council Rooms to swear in the new them in an unpleasant situation.It will
to leave this city. Dr. Gee says, he has
be a mailer of necessity therefore, more so,
members, and the old members to hand
no intentions of leaving. The business
than as a merefmatter of “ policy” for us
relations which he is about to enter into

over their respective seats to the succtss- to be economical.

All Diseases and Affectionsof the

Bye and

for

Too.

!

treatment,

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS

No Exeute

From the wrong idea that he charges too much,
many whom Dr. Aikln would soon cure, continue
to suffer or doctor carelessly,wastingtime, bu> ing
worihlessflptettf
medecintt and trying recipo*. hikI
in this way expend more Uian sufficient to hnv<>
cured and kept them well, 't he fact is, by savlni;
drug bills, loss of time, etc., be cures for less than
others.

Life is too Short to bk Miserable.
|3yif YOU have any serlons, obstinatedisease

or annoying symptoms, no matter bow discouraged
OT j^oir jliapp'olnted,
disappointed. stop useless doctoring

Ear

and

,or

CURED AT HOME,

successfullytreated by mild remedies. Cross Person* at a distance may be cured at home by
Eyes Straightened.ArtificialEyes insettedthat addressing u letter to Dr. Alkin, slating case, sjinptoms, length of time the disease has continued,
look natural. No pain.
and have medicinespromptlyforwarded, free from
damage and curiosity to any uart of the country,
with flill and plain direction* for use, by enclosing
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Throat and Lnng |10 In registered lelter,P. O. order, or Kxpre**.
Complaint* (which lu this country, arc the greatCali, or addreas Pnor N. J. Aikin, M. D.,
est enemies te Health and Life) when chance of
climate and all else fail*, arc csred by Dr. Alkin'*
57 Moim St,Grat RanUs,
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional
Restorative
ISM1VIII:
DR. AIKIN I* the only qualified,
Treatment.
experienced,rtlUtlcspecialisthere; tieats hi*
Lingering or Chronic Diseases, patients honorably;gives the choicest remedies:
Scrofula, Rheumatism. Dyspepsia.Plies, Goitre, Is a regular graduate In medicine; unlversahy
Dropsy,Gravel, Constipation,Tape-Worm, Liver ownud the. mo*t successful, and ia the right one to
employ iu nil cases. Envious doctors try to inDiseaHe*. etc., ot whatever name or nature,carejure him— those In general practice attempt every
fully diagnosedand skillfullytreated.
case they can get, though unable to well treat,
special diseasea— while never denouncing uthi-r V .
D.V. but •endingthem fami.y patients, careful,
The Married or Single desiring aid or advice in eonrtcons. sober, Independent.Dr. Aikln devote*
any delicatematter relatingto health (and beauty), himself wholly to his Specialities with triumphant
prevention, and cure of defease,confidently con- success. Ail the afflictedwho come to him wil.
sult the Doctor with the assurance of safe, quick find the aid they seek,
cure in all cn*es, as he is doubtless the roost skillflT'Read this Column and land to a Friend or
ful ladles’ physician In the world. Do not suffer Invalid.

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,

• As a new incumbentjust entering upon
tbe duties of my office, it cannot be exhis practice in this city. Further notice
pected that I am fully informed upon all
Fellow Citizens and Gentlemenof the Comthe details of our city government, or the
will be given hereafter.
mon Council— The course of events which machinerywork of its different departAt the annual meeting of the Parish of brings us together this evening closes the ments; hence, I shall not undertake to
Grace (Episcopal)church, held at said tenth fiscal year of our municipal exist- make any special recommendations in my
Inaugural Message, beyond, the suggea
church on Easter Monday, April 2, 1877, ence. Permit me, in vacating this chair,
lion: to abandon as far as practicable the
the following officers were elected: Ves- to utter a few parting words on such mat- idea of a specufotivevaluation on the astrymen— John Roost, Wm. L. Hopkins, ters as will necessarily be forced upon the sessment roll of the city. This, in my
attention of our successors in office.
judgment, ’s an unsound principle and
Wm. J. Scott, D. M. Gee, H. C. Mutrau.
Ignoringthe usual criticisms incident to not warranted by the real interestof the
Wardens— John Roost and II. C. Matrau. the annual rounds of tho tax-gatherer and
city. Our tax-paying people have to pay
Secretary—D. M.Gce. Treasurer— H. C. a local election,so far as they misrepresent for this speculative valuation of thetf
the actual condition of affairs, I am happy property more state and county taxes, than
Matrau.
to state that the late statement of receipts they really ought to.
and expenditurespublishedby this body,
"Live within your income,” should
The following officers are elected in the
presents the financialcondition of the cor- also be the prime rule of your honorable
Township of Fillmore: J. W. Garvelink poration in a satisfactorymanner. It is body in incurring expenccs or paying salfor Supervisor;P. Volmari for Clerk; ir true that the want of a surplus in the Gen- aries for the ensuing year. My suggestion
Notier for Treasurer; Jas. F. Zwemer fo,1 el-al Fund will be of a temporary incon- therefore, is, that the Council at the bevenience to our successorsin office, but ginning of the present administration
Superintendentof Schools; G. W. Mokma when we consider some of the causes leadshould start out by making a careful estiDEALER IN
lor School Inspector; D. Leuters for -tag thereto, it is only one of those unavoid- mation of the aggregateprobable amount
Dealer In all kinds of
Highway Commissioner; H. Schutmaat able incidents,the like of which may oc- they will need to defray the indebtedness
for Drain Commissioner, and J. Strab- cur at any time at or near the close of a and current expenccs for the different
fiscal year.
branches of the city government. In dobink, C. Lokker, Jr., A. S. Fairbanks,J.
With the exception of a balance of a ing so, and in arriving at such aggregate
AND
Douwma as Constables.
few hundred dollarsstill due on the Fourth amount required for the several funds,
Ward School house site, the city has no you thereby may find a sort of basis and
Tnk fallingof rain and the melting of debts. Eighth and River Street districts guide, aa to how much you may reduce
Moved into his
have nearly paid for the coat of their im- this speculative valuation on our assessment
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
snow caused by the warm weather of the
provements, the total amount outstanding roil, for the reason above referred to.
past few days, have had the effect of being less than $10,000. These two items
The Council’s attention will be called to
One door West of TAN LAN DEGBND& MELIK
tiooding the southwesternpart of the city constituteall the indebtednessof the city. such other matters,relative to our city and now offers a full line of good* and at such reaThe Fire Department, with its two en- government as may from time to time de- sonable prices, that it will be to the advantage of
of Chicago. Tbe sewers and drains could
every one to como and Inquire. We have ample
gines, two hose carts and hook and ladder velop.
Of the neatest styles and best qualities which
not carry off the water with sufficient rafacilities In our new quarters to make up clothing
offer chesp'r than anybody else.
apparatus,is in excellent condition, and
Feeling our need of a Divine guidance at short notice.
pidity, and it rose in some cases to the under the management of the present offi
In the discharge of our duties, let us look
first stories and drove people from their cere and membership, worthy of the pride
up to Him for that wisdom, wlthoutwhlch
-•—O'
houses, obligiog them tojnake their way of our citizens.'
all human efforts are futile.
I have been informed that the bridge
K. SCHADDELEE, Mayor.
iu rafts improvised from floating timber
across Black River will soon need repairs.
After those speeches the aldermen very Hats & Caps in Great Variety.
and sidewalks. The damage to property in
In me
the event oi
of a general overnauiing,
overhauling
......... .... .
,
.
--- O
is very great in that section of the city equivalent to a rebuilding of the same, I gracefully handed over their seats with apGive us a call and see our
west of Western avenue and south of Har- would recommend an investigation as to propriate remarks, among which ex-alder
the propriety of replacingit with an iron man Kanters made a neat little speech.
Specialty.
Goods.
rison street and far out into the country.
one, and in this connection allow me to
j. w. BOSMAN.
As far as heard from no lives have been suggest whether or not it would be good Thus closed the festivity, while music waa
I). B. K. VAN HAALTE.
Holland, Dec. 2,
42-ly
lost.
policy for the city, in connectionwith the being discoursed in front of the building.

with Dr. Piper, of Allegan, will not prevent

ful

candidates. Mayor Van Landegeud In

retiring from the chair said:
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MARRIED PEOPLE.

“ Tired out, Betty?” Then, glancing ont together in the evening. Before
down into her face, “ You’ve been hav- noon Mrs. Danford sent Sally (an old
Mrs. Dastard went to the depot to meet ing one of those old headaches. Did
black servant, who had been a slave and
her husband when he came back from the you see Dr. Thayer, as I told you ?*’
her nurse in Kentucky)out on an errand
West. Three years ago the firm had
“No, no. Dr. Thayer cannot help which would detain her for an hour or
taken him from his desk as bookkeeper me. Besides, T have no headache. two. Nelly was asleep in her crib. As
and sent him out on collecting tours; he Come ; there is Nelly at the window.”
the clock was on the stroke of 12, the
had been coming and going ever since,
There were fires in every room of the bell rang, and she admitted the man she
hut his wife never could get used to it little house, the square windows glowed had met the night before. They were
Before that she never left the house ex- through the tracery of vines, and tlie wet closeted together for an hour ; then tiiey
cept to go to church or market, but now trunks of the trees reflected the lights came into the little parlor. The man,
she went to the depot whenever he was through the rain.
whose habitual manner to women savored
coming home, after even a day’s absence,
“See how pretty it isl” she said, of familiarity, was grave and awkwardly
•once going to Harrisburg, when the train stopping at the gate. “ I told Charley
respectful; Mrs. Danford ’s face was
was delayed there, in the middle of the to make an illumination. We won’t bloodless. He poured out a glass of
night. Her children thought their moth- think of expense—just for this night” water, and gave it to her.
er had all the good sense and even tem“That was right” Danford pushed
“You have overtaxed your strength
per there was in the world; but her hus- on hurriedly. He felt a choking at his in keeping your secret, madam. In a
band knew that nobody was so excitable throat. They had worked so long for man we would call such reticence heroic;
and weak as she. It was curious to see this home, and here it was at last
but I find it not uncommon with women.
hbw she could single out the stooped, home.
I think they are prompted to it by— vanred-headed little man in his linen duster
Afterward,when he tried to remember ity,” a disagreeablesmile lurking on his
among the thousands pouring ont of the
tlie occurrences of the evening, know- mouth.
depot, and how, though she was one of
She bowed courteously,but be knew
ing that life or death depended on his acthe timidest women alive, she would
she
had not heard a word. “Be seated.
curacy, he could recall little that was pego straightto him, as though the men
culiar in his wife’s conduct. She and Wait one moment, doctor ; I have a
atx>ut her were so many dead tranks of
the children had dragged him all taver question to ask of you.”
trees.
Dr. Prey sat down uncomfortably.
the house in a fever of delight and triHe always explained to her how it was
umph.
There was not a closet or cranny Eminent specialist as he was, and used
impossible* for her to go with him now as
loft unexplored. Charley acted as show- to dealing out life and death, “ practicahe used to do on those little excursions
man, baby clung to her mother as usual, ing among the wealthiestclasses” (vide
when tiiey were first married.
old black Sally went before with the card), he could not feel at ease with
“ We haven’t the money, Lizzy, and,
candle, the proudest of all His wife this woman, whose clothes and house,
then, who wsnld stay with the chilsaid little, as was her habit, except when he had decided, coidd scarcely be
dren ?”
called genteel. “She does not
“Oh, yes, I know, Richard, that I alone with him. He remembered how consider E. M. Prey a gentleman !” he
some boys came to the door to make
can’t go.”
plans for to-morrow’s holiday with Char- blusteredinwardly, stragglingto act as
Of course she knew, and he knew that
ley, and how anxiously she asked who though he stood on the same level with
she knew. But he explained it to her
and what they were. “Why, it was her.
every time. If he noticed that her laugh
“A question, eh ? Ready, now, my
only the other day,” she said, with a
was not steady, or that her chin was
dear
madam, better ask no questions at
quaver in her voice, “ that Charley was
quivering, he would go on making droll
a baby in my arms, and now he has his all. The wise patient leaves all details
adventures out of every little happening
friends— his plans. He is going from us to his physician.You are exhausting
of his journey, until she laughed in good
out into the worli And I have no hold nervous power—”
earnest,and gradually the talk would
“You have not given my disease a
on him— I have no hold on him !” ^
«lip back to those old jaunts of theirs— the
’* Nonsense, Lizzy,” Mr. Danford re- name to me.”
time they went trout-fishing up to NitYou assuredlymust have guessed it, ”
plied. “Never was a woman with as
tany, or that week they spent in Baltiroughly.
more when they were snow-bound at much influence over her children as you.
“Mrs. Danford looked quickly to tlie
We’ll not let him leave Philadelphia
Havre de Grace* Ellizabeth coidd reuntil he’s a man. The boy’s safe enough door, into the fire, as though in search of
member every excuse the fat old conwhen he can come home at night to such something, She did not speak for a moductor made. She had traveled very

—

1 ‘

a

little.

“In

about ten years Charley will be
in business, and I shall have made my
pile, and we will take Nelly and go to
Europe.”
That was a standing joke between
them. But they seriously did hope that
the time might come when they could
afford to stay together. The worst pull
will be over when Charley has his schooling,” Danford would say, “and then I
-can save up and go into some little business of my own. I’ll never leave you
then, Lizzy.”
They rode home together this evening
in the horse-cars, she carrying Iris overcoat while he took the valise. The ride
was long and the car crowded, for it was
raining. During the month that Danford had been gone, the family had taken
ipossession of a little house which was
•to be their home. He had long ago
.joined one of those building societies by
which, in Philadelphia,a man so easily
isocures his own house. Instead of
building a new one, he had, to please
her, bought one of those old stone cottages on the outskirtsof Germantown
its hip-roof and orchard of old appletrees gave it a picturesque dignity beside the staring blocks of its pretentious
neighbors.
Mrs. Danford, in a half-whisper,wn
talking all the way, not giving her husband a chance to say a word.
“And the parlor carpet— you would
lie astonishedto see how beautifully it
fits ; but I wrote to you about that.- And
‘ ‘

;

mother hs you.”

He remembered that

she suddenly
quailed at this, and was silent,in a way
which seemed strange to him at the time.
When the boy came back, Danford was
sitting by the fire, his wife on a low stool
beside him, her head on his knee. She
had some childish, undignified ways,
which somehow made the boy and his
father look on her as a chum and a jolly
good fellow.
“Father,” said Charley, with the selfassertion of 13, “I think that after
this / shall go to meet you at the depot.
It is hardly proper for mother to be out
alone after dark.”
“ No harm will come to me, my son,”
she said, smiling.
“ I don’t want her to act as if she were
a poor woman, sir, with nobody to look
after her,” he cried, hotly. “ Ladies in
tine houses don’t go about alone, and
mother is
”
“ Mether hasher fine house, too, and
we two stout fellows will take care of

-

laughed Danford But his wife’s
head lay still upon liis knee, and she did
her,”

not laugh nor look up.

When

the childrenwere asleep he re-

membered

that she began a strange talk,

ment. “Cancer?”

*

He nodded.
“Incurable?”
He hesitated. The fire crackled, the
ashes fell on the fender. A little stir in
the next room was heard in the silence.
“

Mamma
“ It is

!” cried Nelly.
unusual for a patient to insist

Only yesterday she had been busy makcover for the crib and Charley’s
bed. It was all over now. She would
never do anything for them again — never
ing a

again.
It was time now. She put on her hat
and cloak, took up her bundle. There
was a blotted exercise which Charley had
left half finished that morning; she took
that with her, and the stocking which
Nelly had just worn, still warm, the
creases in it which the little foot had
made. Then she went to her husband’s
old chair, where he had sat every evening for years, and knelt down by it
Sally, in the kitchen, thought she heard
a call, 44 Richard ! Richard I” but all was
still.

As Lizzy knelt there she did not pray. opened it.
“Dr. Thayer

She meant to bid good-by to her husband, but she coidd not. Would he
ever forget her? Would he marry
again

?

These were her

baby. When she spoke she did
look at him.
How long will it be ?”

not

4

4

“About four months, probably. Cernot more than that.” He began
to draw on his gloves briskly. There
was no demand for sympathy, the woman
tainly

took

it

so coolly.

“One moment. I have something

!”

“Yes, Lizzy. Any fire?

I’m

half

frozen ’’—bustlingforward to the stove,
thoughts. so as not to look at her.

There had been a certain Annie Ward,
years ago, of whom Danford had made a

“You— you had no right to follow
me ’’—standing at bay, her eyes blazing.
friend.
“Oh my God! why didn’t you come
Elizabeth sprang to her feet and sooner r crouching on the floor beside
walked straight to the glass. “I hope him, sobbing over his hand like a hurt
he will be happy. He ought to marry,
for the childrens sake,” sne said, over
and over. “But he will not remember
me as loathsome. Annie Ward’s face
does not compare with mine now.”
This new sharp pang gave her sudden
strength. She stayed alone with her
child tar a few moments, and then passed
hastily ont, stopping at the kitchen door.
The old black woman was busy over the
fire, singing a Methodist hymn.
44 Goin’ to de depot, Miss Betty ?
Got
on yoh
coming to the door.
Elizabeth put her hand on tlie skinny
fingers. 44 Take care of the childrentar
me, Sally.”
4 Sartin. Yoh’r not goin’
with
a vague alarm.
But Elizabeth made no answer, and
disappeared in the darkness.
The letter which Danford found on his
return contained these words:
1 have an incurable disease. I have
but a little while to live, and I will not
stay to become an object of disgust and
loathing to you and the children.Do
not try to find me. You never can do it.
My measures are too well taken. You
shall know when I am dead.”
There was not a word of affection or of
farewell. She could not trust herself to

wraps

fur

4

44

upon such questions.Measurably you that.
take the case in your own hands.”
In these practicaldays, whatever a
She raised her hand with a quick gest- man’s agony he acts promptly and pracure.
tically. Li a day Danford’s friends had
“If you will have it, then, I see no set all the machinery of advertising, teleprobability of cure. Tlie case has pecul- graphing, detective agencies to work;
iar features which I have met with in no but to no effect Tiiey searched distant
other. All that can be done is to put places first — the scenes of those old exyourself in my hands. I can alleviate cursions of which she had talked so
your sufferings. My large experience,” much, the homes of her schoolmates,
etc., etc.
tlie county in Kentucky from which she
He talked on until he observed that came.
she did not hear him. Her eyes were
“She would not go out of sight of me
fixed on the closed door behind which
and the children,” poor Danford insisted;
was her

his wife followed him. He opened tlie
door with his latch-key, went in and shut
it. she standing opposite. The wind
blew fiercely the snow and sleet full in
her face. Tlie shades were not down in
his room. She saw him turn up tlie
light and stoop over the crib. Then he
walked across the floor with a little
whito-gowned figure in his arms.
“Nelly! Nelly J” cried her mother.
She ran across the street ; she raised her
hand to beat upon the door, and then
she turned quiokly and went back to the
depot, and so to town. 4 stout, grayhaired man followed her, entered the
same car, left it as she did, and, a moment after she reached her room over the
bakery, was knocking at tlie door. She

but nobody heeded him. Dr. Prey, for
reasons of his own, never made himself
known in the matter, and Elizabeth had
had not hinted her disorder to the old
family physician. He would tell Richard,” she said. Simply because she had
taken no measures of precaution, she had
left no clue whatever.
4 4

child.

He said nothing tar a while, and then
gave a chuckle. “ I said all along that
tlie way to find yon was to keep Nelly
in sight. How often have you seen her ?”
“ Every day when I could walk.”
“Lizzy,” the doctor said, turning
sharply on her, “ who told you your disease was incurable ?”
“Dr. Prey.”
“ Damned quack ! Now listen to me.
I’m not going to betray your secret. I
don’t want you to die at home, an object
of disgust to your husband. I can understand that feeling fully. But I do
mean

to

know

your dying at
44

if there is

a

necessity for

all.”

It’s too late,” said

Lizzy.

Of course it was not too late, or this
history would never have been written.
Nobody has a right to give unwary readers a true bill of disease and death under
cover of a story. Lizzy’s disorder took

another name, and disappeared slowly
under the old doctor’s care. After the
pink began to creep into her cheeks
again, one spring morning he took her
home, and placed her in her cnair by
the fire, with Nelly in her arms, and
there her two boys found her when they

came home

at night.

Shadwell, one of the partners in tlie
Quaker firm which employs Danford,
heard the current report of the affair,
and was much scandalizedby it
It is
eccentric conduct in a woman. I do not
like eccentric women. I’ll drop in there
to-night and take a look at her. Better
have no doubtful people connected with
44

the house. ”

The old Quaker dropped in to Danford’s little parlor several evenings after

that; he talked with Richard. Lizzy
was busy helping Charley with his lessons.
In the spring Danford received notice
that tlie tinn had given him a junior
partnership.
“Thee has well deserved it of us,”
said Shadwell, meeting him that day.
“If I were in thy place, Richard,” he
added, presently, 1 would give thy wife
a journey. She is not ragged, and thee
can well afford it now. Thee has a remarkable woman tar a wife, Richard.”
Miss Annie Ward was another person
who thought Mrs. Danford a remarkable
woman. 44 What a lovely face she has,"
she used to say, heartily. “Her husband is such a plodding, commonplace
little man, too. I wonder what she sawin him. The earthen and porcelain
pitchers again.”
But Lizzy held Miss Ward at freezing
distance.
1 know very well she had
designs on you when I was gone, Richard,” she says.
44

which he tried to check once or twice, of more to ask.” She had risen, and stood
Month after month passed. Danford
how her brothers (who were Kentuck- with her hands clasped over her head.
was at work again at his desk. When
The doctor’s eye swept over her. work was over, he walked the streets
ians) had Ixrth gambled their property
“She’s had remarkable beauty in her until late at night. It seemed to him
away.
day ; but her day is over,” he thought.
that every moment he would meet her or
“ It’s in the blood,” she said. “ If
“Patients with this disease often— I hear that she was dead. The horrible
Charley should show any sign of it,
have heard that it was loathsome, horri- cruelty of her conduct to himself never
you’ll watch him, Richard, and be pable beyond words. Shall
she occurred to him; it was only of her,
tient with him. A father ought to be as
stopped, swallowing once or twice.
dying alone, perhaps in want, that he
I took the shelves out of the linen closet patient as God with his child”
Now Danford was apt to be irritable Even in the man’s vulgar face shone a thought. The pblice reported to him,
and made of it a work-room for Charley
sudden gleam of pity. But he was from time to time, their superhuman
—his books and printing-pressand rub- with the lad, and his mother always had
ashamed of it. “It is usually the case efforts. But we all know to what these
bish, you know ; and the room with two stood between them. Before he could
with patients in this disorder. [ see no efforts usually amount in cases of disapanswer, however, she went on. “I know
windows is going to be Nell's
”
reason to hope that you will escape, Mrs. pearance.
“Baby's!" Danford chuckled, know- you’ll bear with Nelly’s faults you unDanford.”
44 Such folly, Betty !” he cries, angrily.
derstand
women
so
well,
Richard.
Noing that his wife, although baby was
Mrs. Danford knew tlie city was
1 thought so—I thought so,” sharpBut, after all, it is her tally that he
body
could
have
borne
with
my
folly
as
4 years old, never slept until the little
her best hiding-place. Nowhere could
ly. 44 Well, there is nothing to be done
you did when we were first married”
hands were nestled in her bosom.
a human being sink as securely loves in Elizabeth,not her housekeeping
about it. Will you write me a general
“ Are you so wise now, then?”
out of sight as in the monoto- abilitiesor good sense.
“She must have a room of her own
prescription—to alleviate pain, you
Tiiey have started now on their jourShe
laughed
suddenly,
and,
drawing
soon. You will give her that one?—
nous blocks of Philadelphia,with
said?”
ney into Kentucky. They are in no whit
promise me Richard. I have papered down his head, kissed him swiftly on
their million of inhabitants. There was
44 You do not wish me to attend you
different outwardly from the other midit myself— pale blue— and her bed is all both eyes, so as to shut them. She had
little that was distinctive about Lizzie
regularly,then ?” — with a surprised
dle-aged, commonplacefolk crowding the
alwavs
odd,
unexpected
ways
of
caressready,” she said, anxiously, touching
A thin, oldish-lookingwoman, who wore
cars, equipped with the inevitable linen
ing him, which used to make the over- glance.
his arm.
a cap and spectacles, lodged in a room
“I may be removed out of your
duster and shawl-strapsand sachels. But
“You can arrange it as you choose,” worked little man feel himself fresh and reach,” she said, evasively.
over a baker’s shop in Kensington, and
at heart they are very much like two chilcarelessly. “How long this ride out young again.
earned a dollar or two a week by slopWhen he had written tlie prescription
is!” glancing impatiently at tlie dropwork. She brushed against policemen dren who set out to find the lairy pot of
“ What do yon talk in this way for toand tom the leaf from his book, she
gold beneath the rainbow. They meet
ping rain outside.
every day. Sometimes at night, wrapped
night, Betty ? Let us be happy, coming
handed him his fee, waited until he had
all the world coming this way, agog to
“It is long. We might have taken home the first night There’s no need
in a cloak, she carried a basket filled
left the house, and then went in to her
see the Exposition; but they two go leisthe steam-carsfor once,” hesitating.
with with shoe-laces and pins to the detoo look into the future to find misery.” baby.
urely along, with their secret between
“ No ; we must save every penny now.
pot,
and
sat
in
a
dark
corner
until
the
“No, there is no need. Maybe the
When
old Sally came in presently,she passengers to Germantown had gone them. Every trifle is an event, every
'Thfre are the bills for moving to pay— misery will never come. God has alchance meeting an adventure. They
What is the matter?”— tar u sudden ways beeji so good to us j” The little heard Nelly laughing and talking for an out. She usuallv fell asleep, when her
have left office and housekeepingand
hour
or
more,
and
wondered
that
her
sun-bonnet
covered
her
face.
Richard
cliaege had come over his wife’s face as joke seemed to have brought her by sudmother
made
no
sound
in reply. Late and Charley came to that depot once or middle age behind them. It looks to
she looked over his shoulder. He den reaction into her happy self again.
other people like an ordinaryrailroad on
tuned sharply, and faced a tall man in
When she had gone to her room with in the afternoon a telegram came from twice. Danford saw the wan, white hand which they travel, but they know that
Danford:
“Will
be
detained
at
office
on oil-skin coat, who was holding by a Nelly, Danford opened Ids desk to put
which held the basket, stopped, and then
they are on their way to the enchanted
until 10 p. m. Shall keep Charley until
• strap and watching Mrs. Danford with away the papers in his valise. He found
went on. Another night Charley asked
land. And, as they oome nearer to the
I go out.
what apj>eared at the first glance to be a it in thorough order, all business docuher the price of something, but sne made
quiet hills behind the setting snn where
Lizzy read it and laid it down. That no answer.
look of keen significance.It instantly ments belonging to household affairs
they first knew each other, they are sure
is better,” she said. “If I saw them
• deadened out of his face, and he turned
sorted and ticketed.
After that she was not able to leave that they will find youth and its love
again, I could not go.” For she had
to Danford a pair of heavy black eyes as
“The milk bill paid, and Nott ! Betty
the house for weeks, until one night, and freshnessthere again, and will bring
quite made up her mind now what she
• unmeaning as the flabby, dose-shaven
has worked hard while I was gone. Mrs.
feeling that the end was near, she took it all home with them.— //arper’^
would do. Her husband, her children,
cheeks below them.
Danford had some way of adding to
her basket, covered herself in a large Monthly for April
should
not see her horrible end.
“ Why, I thought that fellow was go- their income— leather-woik or banner
oloak, and fonnd her way out to the deThe house, the children’s clothes, were
ing to speak to you,” he said, os he painting we forget which. Beside these
pot. She sat down outside in the dark
in
perfect order. But she went from
Useful Information.
helped her out of the car. He was used bills which she had paid there were two
shadow made by a freight-car, and waitplace to place with Nelly in her arms. It
to seeing Lizzy attract notice. He al- or three rolls of smaller notes, labeled,
Mercury is made to adhere to any
ed for the trams. Danford was in the
ways thought of her as his middle-aged “ For Charley’sclothes for the winter,” was singular that it was only of their last. Some people stopped him close metal by putting a very little sodium
practical loss when she was gone that she
rwife — Charley’s mother— unless when “For Nelly’s.”
with the mercury— the hundredth part
thought. “Sally can cook; but who beside her. She could have touched him
.people burned to look after her as she
Danford laughed. His wife was usuby weight is ample. The sodium merby putting out her hand.
came into a car, and when he saw how ally the most nn systematic woman alive. will keep the house, or make their clothes
It was her husband whose clothes cury may, if necessary, be washed off
singular' and delicate wna the beauty But he went to his room in high good in the spring ? Charley will have nobody brushed hers— the man whose head had by fresh, pure mercury, which continues
• that still hung about her, and how fine
humor. She was standing by the crib, to tell his stories about school to when rested on her bosom. With feverish to adhere.
he comes home. And Richard—” But
the smile in her pale face.
opening the little white petticoats which
A certain way to keep ants from sugar
swiftness the old days when he was her
“Whew! how it pours!” ho said. Nelly had taken off, and hanging them she forced that back.
barrels,
lard cans and preserve jars,
lover came back to her— all the romance,
She sat down and rocked the child, the passion of her life ; she was a girl, says one who has tried it, is to tie a
“Step tip on tills porch, Betty, until I up to air.
hoist the umbrella.”
“ You have provided for the children looking by turns at its little feet, its beautiful, beloved ; she heard that soft string wet with kerosene around the barSeveral other passengers had left the all wiuter,” he cried, holding out the hands, pushing back its bair. She music again which sounds but once in a rel, can, or jar. Repeat the wetting of
thought of her at every age— a schoolcar, and stood huddled together, strug- rolls of notes.
life. Then she was conscious of the the string with the kerosene oil every
gling with their umbrellas and the wind.
She turned quickly. “Oh, they will girl— grown up.
horrible death whose grip was on her, few days.
“ She will have no mother— no mothNext to Mrs. Danford was man in an oil- not need it. I shall be here to earn
An English inventor proposes tqpump
of even the miserable cloak in wiiioh she
skin coat. His mouth was muffled in it, plenty more for them, and for yon— I er.’’ She had been a devout, prayerful was wrapped. It seemed to her cruel exhausted steam back into the bofler, in
and the pelting rain drowned every other shall be here, Richard.” She took up woman, but she could not pray now. It that when she was on outcast, her body place of condensing it, and experiments
sound, but it seemed as though he spoke the. sleeping child and walked about seemed to her as if God did uot know given up to slow decay, Danford are now betyig conductedwith an en.to her.
with it, straining it to her breast. Dan- what He was doing when He did this should be coming home from his work gine for testing the invention. The
•“ Tomorrow, at noon,” she answered, ford tgbk it from her gently, afld Jaid it thiug.
quietly, as though nothing had happened. inventor contends that “the pressure
I shall be alone.”
down. “How white ‘and fat her feet
She made herself up a bundle of He was dressed carefully, as usual ; his exerted by the steam on one side of the
“ Now, little woman
Danford are!” he said, quietly. “Cover them clothes, fastened it in a snawl-strap, and whiskers neatiy trimmed. Out of the piston represents^by its elastic power,
bustled up,. lugging the valise and flap- ! up wnnn,^ mother. Now coble and sit laid a letter she had written on her hus- car, too. stepped the veiy Annie Ward of the same expression of power in pressping umbrella. Usually she would have down. You’ve been working too brxd, band’s pillow. The evening had fallen whom she had thought so often lately. ure on the other side, so that the elastic
helped him with one of them, but now my poor girl.”
cold and drizzling. She gave Nelly her She stopped and shook hands with charge is always ready to give back
she hung heavily on his arm, lagging beDanford took Charley with him into supper, undressed and rocked her to Richard.
the exact power expended for its extown the next day. They were to come sleep; then she laid her in her crib.
When he went up to his own house, pression.”
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country, dotted with the mansions of
i oi sense of smell,may be referredto as minor bat
people who formed 4 very refined society. _.'orth«le*iaer1otis
results of neglected Catarrh,bad
in themselves,but aa nothing compared with
There Washington and Richard Henry enough
the^danKerous affections of the throataqd lunga likely
Lee undoubtedly often played together,
and within that mile between the dwellIT
BE
ings was the scene of the following cor' can be enrad. Thefe Is no
about It The
respondence when they were boys only A Immediate relief afforded
afforde by Baxtord's
id's Radical
Radioal
9 years old, there being only afew weeks
difference between their ages. Little Incrustedmatter that has lodged in the nasal paasagea
la removed with a few appllcntiunaithe ulceration
Lee wroto:, 'j J ‘t
n •,
and Inflammation subdued and healed; the entire
Pa brought me two prettv books full of pic- membranous llnlqgs of the head are cleansed and
tures he got them iu Alexaudriathey have pic- purified. ConstitutionallyIts action is that of a powerful purifyingagent,destroying In Its course through
tures of dogs and cabi and tigers and elofants
the system the aetd poiton, the destructiveagent In
and ever so many pretty things cousin bids me catarrhaldisease.
send you one of theta it has a nicture otau
elefant and a little indian boxo^ta* back like
lachpactago coutafts Dr. Sanford's Improved In.uncle jo’s sam pa says if I learn my tasks good haling Tubs, with full directionsfor use In all cases.
he will let uncle Jo bring me to see you will you
ask yonnoa tO let you oome to see me.
lEK, General Agents sod Wholesale Druggists, BosRichard Henry Lee.
To this note little Washington re-
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US IT CURABLE?

fTHOSlt Who have infferod from the varloaa and complicated forma of disease assumed by GaUrsfe,'
account of Stratford Qouse, the family and have tried many phyilcianaand remedies without
relief or care, await the answer to this question With
seat of the Lee family, and is as foljows : considerable an
It [Stratford House] is' only a mile diseasethat can t/v aaiouuvuvva s« o\j uuavvipoii/yiuvtv
lent and so destructiveto health as Catarrh.Bronfrom the birth-place of Washington, and chitis, Asthma,Conghs, and aeriooa and frequently
fatal affections ofthe lungs follow, In many cases acase
stood in the midst of a highly-cultivated

plied
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Richard Henry Lee. The
anecdote is told in connectionwith an
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Nothing so Cbosp and Nothing to Importarit.

BEtUTIFUL
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win ImimtS a'WdM'

person who

Oltiiular to evstr

fin^wVr'. VirwYarfa.

:

Dear

Dickey— I thank you very much for
ie. sam
the pretty picture book
*
asked me to ehoW^hty
showed him nil the pictur
r<f of
Cno
him how
...... .....
....
master’s little boy, and put him on his back and
would not let anybody touch hi* master’s son.
I can read three or four pages sometimes without missing a word. Ma says I may go to see
vou and stay all day with you if it be not rainy.
She says I may ride my pony Hero if Uncle Ben
will go with me and lead Hero. I have a little
piece of poetry about the picture book you gave
me, but I musn't tell you who wrote the i>ootry :
G. W.'s oompllnwntsto K. H. L. •
And likes hU book full well,
Henceforthwill osuut his friend,
And hopes many happy days he may upend.
Your good friend,
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of Mrs. Washington.

Death of a PromisingYoung Lady.

Chicago papers record the death of
Miss Alta M. Hnlett, the well-known
female lawyer of that city. Her death
occurred in San Diego, Cal., whither
she fled in November from consumption,
which attacked her early last fall ; but
her enemy followed her. Miss Hulett,
was in her 23tl year at the time of her
death. She was Admitted to the bar of
the Supreme Court iu June, 1873. She
esteem oi
an
had the sincere respect and esteem
of all
with wham-slite came in comtaot.
' ‘ flfer
**
business grew r^idly, and JVr
right. Her
prospects were very brig
ability was unquestioned, and iu
addition to her law practice she

the
the
the
the

Extract should be In ewry family this
rough weather. It removes the soreness
and roughness, and softens and hcalu
the akinpromptly.
ATHJWt—Dnring severe and ehingetble
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Pains should be one day without Pond’a
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A Floral Experiment.— A lady of
our acauaintailce has tried experiments
with charcoal on the roots of her plants
with singular effect. Those bearing red tho World. Yuli particulars free. Address JOHN
and violei colored flowers were rendered K. POTTER A CO.. Publlabers,PHILADELPHIA.
extremely brilliantby a free use of pow&
dered charcoal about the roots. Yellow
flowers did not, hbwever, show any per-
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We ibenld be pleased to bare the addreae
at every unemployed
person, Lady or heaUemaa,
^emcclallythatefexperlenoodAgenU
sod C*u»MAer«.
~ll will esatbui o>* cat* t* placeyouraalvea 1* oomaocation with UI, and the mutual benefitsthat may be J
arrived from P, ere not tt be estlaaled In doilan aad
cents,alone. Wefundih more lucrativeemployment
to individuals scattered throughout the Union than
any ether boue In America. Don'tdelay, but lnv*gtlf
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engraving*of buildings and
bnee In the Great Exhibition, and I* the only anthentio
'y!pdcomplete history published- It treat* of the grand
buildings, wonderful exhibit*, curloaftle*, great evenU,
etc. Very cheap,and aella at sight. One Agent sold 48
cople* In one day. B*64 loi mr extra biros to AgenU
and a full description of thework. Addreas NAT IONAL
PUBLISHING CO.. Chicago.
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the experience oL a pluut^r iu
it Heartily.
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Southwestern Georgia who r#i fna plantaSouth Boaxox.
for the money lender. Intion by an overseer — of course the mow
®
teront paid
nald semi-annually Mr. RTKVr.xs:
tereat
tflkon ^reral botlle# n| yonr VlC.Vfint year in advance.Security 4 to 10 TT*K. nnd nm oonvinsedjit i> n vJunhlc reinedy toi
expensive way. fie raised 82,175 pounds,
times the loan In land alone, exclusive Dyspepsia,Kidney Complaint,xnd Ifenenu debility of
which netted him $7,828.50. The total
of 4he buildings.(Presentcosh value by
tt'l can1 heartily recommendlf to nil fsffcringirqm ths»
cost of the crop was $5,413, leaving him a
aworti appraisers. ) No Investment safer. No payments
PARKkn. >
profit of $2,515.50. Had the crop been mors promptly met Bsst of reference*given. Send
8^: Athens atewt.
sold later it would haye realized about stamp for particular*. D. H. B. JOHNHTON*
$1,000 more. JX he had lived with his Negotiatorof Mortgage Loan*. ST. Paul, MlfflEgOTA.
family on the plantation, and done his
own overseeing,the profit could easily
- s\'
have been doubled.
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on the cost of cotton production.It be-
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Sold by all Druggists. Price 25 cents. Bent by mall
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on hiuid siways. It relieves the puln and
curre the' disease.1 j i i i
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will be nromptly relieved and
ultluutelrcured bnlrathlng the aflllct.-d
parts with Pond's Extract.
Tffk
LI|IU8.-l,wnd’s Ext met Invnrlnbly relleVee the pain and finally Cures.

CHILBLAINS

was in the habit of lecturing on various
subjects. She had considerablepractice in the courts, and had the respect of
the bench and bar without exception.
She had many excellences of character,
and was personally ‘beloVed by all who
knew her. In the death of Miss Hulett
the legal profession loses a member
whose promise was remarkable, and the
question of woman’s success in arduous
professional careepj becomes more
serious. v Oter-work, sanguine but honorable ambition, and a recklessnessof
health have closed an outlook as encouraging for the sex as it was brilliant for
the. individual‘

1
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This poetry, was written, it is said, by
Mr. Howard, a gentleman who used to
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Common

H.

Ccuncjl.

Tokwiat, April

8,

1877.

The Common Council met in regular
and was called to order by the

Probate Order.

Wijkfriijseii,

Jf you wish
:

session

ItfirNams

Mayor.

,

- - wa' hnlden at the PTobate Office,in the

thouhwd eight hOLdred ;aM evmUMMven.
Pireeat: luabai, t,

.f

ira. Jndge of Probs

DUURSEMA

uiimire,

Minutes of the previous meeting were

approved.

-'*ad and

Goods,
Goods,

whereas the Genera)
fund is exhausted ana the Library having
more books now than are takdn, that said
moneys on hand in said Library fund be
tranawrad to
‘
the General fund.— Adopted.

Clothing
Crockery,

?&*}?**

The Com. on Poor reported the expenses
for five weeks to March 81. 1877, and also
semi-monthly report for the expense of
.said poor for the next one and a half week,
ending April 17, 1877,

Hr

J.

Balance on hand in
tor of the Poor $0.58.
By Aid.

Mr. J. AlberawiU attend to hla Clock sad Jew
elry bualnew. and Mr. WIJkt.alJaen to the Watcbca.
of then will wait on the pnblic In

for

q-

rj

r~

-t

Itwlivd,That the report of Director of
the Poor be and is hereby adopted and an.
order be issued for the total amount aii per
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liaolved,That the City Clerk prepare 10
ordinancebooks complete.— Carried.
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There is no Medicine that has accomplished so much as 8hiloK» Consumptive
Cure. It has establishedthe fact that

Consumption can be cured, while for
Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup, Hoarseness,
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
it has no eoual. No Medicine was ever
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those willlnir to work can easilyearn a
dosen dollars a day right in their own localitley.
Have no mom to explain here. BnsIneM pleasant
and honorable. Women, and hoys and girl* do a*
well as nu n. We will fnrniih you a complete Out
fit free. The bnalneM pay* better than anything
el*e. We will bear expense of starting yon. Particulars free. Write and see. Farmers and mechanic!, their sons and daughter*, and all classes
in need of paying work at borne, should writ* to os
and learn all about the work at once. Now is the
time. Don't delay. Address Tkuk A Co., Alignsto,
&-17

Maine.

rmrrTT
V U VJ £

W

COUGH

in use—

For

*ale in New York f°r
the Pa8t 30 years, but

new in

this State.

For Sale by the

pound

or ounce.

PLEASAKT TO TAG.

,

CAKDY

plied at wholesale
rales at the

City

Drug Store.

48-Smo
CLASS.— We are now prepared
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
momenta. Business new light and profitable.
Persona of either sex easily earn fiom 50 cents to
S5 per evening, and a proportional aum hr devotHOLLAND, MICH.,
ing their whole time to the hnsinesa, Bovs and
girls earn nearly as much as irten. That all who
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col
see this notice may send their address, and test the lection business. Collection* made on *11 point*
basiaess we make this unparalleled offer: To snch In the United Htates and Europe. Particular atten
as ore not well satisfied we will send one dollar to tlon paid to the collectionsor Banks and Bankers.
pay for the tronbleof writing. Foil particulars, Remittances made on day of payment. All busi samples worth several dollars to commence work ness entrusted to me shall nave prompt attenon, and a copy of Home end Fireside, one of tbs tion Interest allowed on time deposits, snbject
largestand best Illustrated Publications, all sent to check nt eight. Foreign exchange bought
flee by mall. Reader, if you «ant permanent, and sold. Ticket*to and from all points In Europe
profitablework, address, Gkorok Stinson A Co.,
sold at my office,
Portland. Maine. 106
N. KENYON.
T5 711

WOima

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

5-17

tf

1875.

WINTER.

of the rnmlture houae, formerly under the firm
420 Homestead Sewing Machine for three none
of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
years, owns his dwelling house, has a good
account in bsnk. Is clear of debt, and has
A Good opportunityfor a Grist Mill.
money at interest.— the natural conse- J.
Now offer* hi* complete 'took of Good* coi
quence of securing a good agency for suInquire of
lifting of
l*rior goods at the lowest prices. A good
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Tirst-class Sewing Macblnermost useful- Furniture,
reliable at all times, easy to
to understand
Carpets,
and control, the same sise and does the
City Lots for Sale Cheap at Suits,
aame work as any machines that sell at
Oil
)il Cl(
Cloths,
four times the price. There It no machine
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Wall Paper,
at any price better,or that will do finer or
more work, and certainly none so low ii
in
i5<
Window
Shades,
new lot of Embroidery
mice by many dollars. The “ Homestead
;s widely known and used in thousandsof
Feather Beds, and insertion at
tamilies in the Eastern and Middle States, Feathers
md daily becoming popular in )he West.
— at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
It will save its cost several timet over In
PRICES.
one season, doing tiie work of the family,
A great variety of new printa-New
<>r will earn four or five dollars a day for
Styles of Ginghams, handsome patterns, at
any man or woman who sews for a living.
• t is the strongest machine mode, U ready
SIMON KIEDSEMA.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
at all times to do its work, makes the
Holland, Mich., Oct. 18, 1876.
.iitrongest and finest stitch yet invented,
Lawns in the most beautiful
and is fully acknowledged as the Standard
‘'ainlly Sewing Machine. Price, complete
varieties at
'or domestic use, 820, delivered at your
door, no matter how remote you may reBeautiful
E.
Harrington.
175
i.ido. Business permanent and honorable,
eat
Addition 1176
lire each.
ucb. Lots
U.. l’ 13. 4, Vi,
5 AfiTn^Bh/rk
with more certain and rapid sales, and Addition
•arger profits than any other. Egtraordi*
ft ,y£JGW liberaloffers made to local or traveling agents where we have none estsih.
A 1 Acre Fruit Form containing aomeatiOhcarfnc Call
grape vine*. 100 Currant hashes; StmwhmleA-

M. Reidsema & Son.

the

—IN THE—

Harrinton.

E. J,

E. J.

agent

Improved

Itaady Made Clothing— and
Boots and Shoes at

up on

The undersignedannounces to the Pnblic that
This wmod 1* the he*t wajroo In use in this State, they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
and the only ilope-spokedwagon mnnufac
now ready to supply heir customerewith all kinds
tured. It fa a better wagon than the Jack*
•on Wagon, and I will aell them Jait as
cheap, and give a written wananty
trade * Wh°
10 f*TOr lhein part of the^
for one year. Wagons of nay
own mannlactare I will
•ell for
W"1
°- B‘T"k*U *

STEAM

AND THE DRYING Oh
MAKE

------- -- -v.— a
“Hackmetacx”

HARRINGTON.

Ashway Tweed for suits and bleached
and unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever

Or Re-Sawing Done.
A

HARRINGTON.

Floor.

WARD,

J.

E.J.

fitted

4-0m

Buttons of every description from the
cheapest to the finest— and many other
ie •too numerous to mention.
fineries,

Planing, Matching,

LIR/ST

An Historical Fact.— Every

___ E. J.

E. J.

Most Approved Patterns;

WE HAVE

room has been

AI*o sole Agent for the

Flannels of every description and color very cheap at

we have pur

sold on such favorable terms. If it whs
unreliable it would be the greatest folly to
Tuarantee it. It costs nothing to try it as
/.UMBER
it can bo returned if it does not give satWE
SHALL
,1
.faction after using two-thirds of a bottle.
SPECIALITY.
Call at our stores and get a simple bottle
10 cents or a regular size for 50 cents or
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
Lancs are sore or Chest or
41.00. If yourr Lungs
Back lame use Shiloh’s BellabonnaPlaster Ortnythlnjjinonr line, minnkctured on hori
notice.
which seldoms fails to give relief. J. O
Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street and Win.
H. W. VERBEEK A Co.
Van Putten, River street, Holland, Mich.
4
Everywhere by dealers generally.

who

1877.

on First

ed with the Hotel.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

HAEHmOTOFS

chased entire new Machinery,
Of

Hon>*

For the convenience of Commercial

Holland. July

Notices.

in its

10.

he Choicest Groceries and
a complete stock at

Planing

Oranges and Lemons, cheap at
P. & A 8TEKETEE.

Wonderful

share

i

A. Roost, City Merle'

^

Agents a large and well lighted sample

VANDERVEEN.

E. J.

Council ad
one o'clock P. M. Thursday,

John

42-ly

4*8-*

On motion the Common

journed until

Holland, March

Jacob kuite.

P. Koning reported having collected |3
for licenses accompanied wiih receipt of
Treasurer.

a

New Dry Goods.

cheaper than any

one In this

and give us

J.

paid for Hides.
I will sell

1876.

Top or Open Buggies

your Patronage.

of

Lysen, |8A0.-AUowed.

The committee on revising the rules of
the Common Council reported said rules
aa revised.— Adopted ordering 75 copies
printed of the same.

Office

ARRINGTON, Jr.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Meat Market,

The Com. wWaye and Means reported
on petition of John Dewell recommending that the Ordinance relativeto Auc- I will pay the highest market
tioneers remain as it is at present.—
prices for all meats.
Adopted.

II

John Vaupell.

MANUFACTURER OP

29, 1878.

services olerfcafelection, $3.00.— Allowed.
bill

the Pubic tbit

elegant furniture.

FLIEMAH,

J.

Tinware very Neatly and

DOESBURG.

Alter recess the Council proceeded to

of Wm. Vorst was presented for

to

The Room* are spacious and
well furnished with new and

belongingto our line of business.

AD the leading Patent Medicines in the market.
A (all Stock of the very best Perfumery fold in
bottle or by measure.

J. O.

E. J.

Holland, Dec. 2,

Paint Brushes.

motion the Council took recess for

ten minutes.

NIKKI).

f^p,rletor

PlRST^LA^^ver; re^?.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

Counter, Cloth.

Minderhout, '

YjJTJj
liaolved, That the Director of the P®nr
shall pay over to the Treasurerthe moneys
in his hands belongingto the Poor Fund.

Also

horses and beautiful carriage*, entt re. and
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at oui
table at reasonable rate*.

qiveusTteiai.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

Bill

n.T„h®

Mne

GOOD TURNOUTH QU AHA

Chamois Skins.

^

HOLLAND, MIOH

udjoari M\,

BAJiN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

Trusses,

Mayor Van Landegend recommended tliat
he Common Council meet on Thursday at
o’clock P. M. in order to change our
seats with the officers elect— Adopted.''

1875.

ITT HOTEL,

ITETW

Paints
Oils
Breyman, Dykema and Schmid.-^.
Are fold as cheap at ihi* Drnx 8lore a# at any
Nays — ---------Minderhout and Cropley— 2.—
earned.
other. Medicine*warrantedto he atrictlypare.

On

In ptnoa to tha

Produce will be receive and at

M. HITCHCOCK, 8op‘l.

i.

Medicines,

trau,

By Aid.

letter, or

of

145 Fifth Arenne, Chicago,

Drugs,

original motion as amended by Yens
and Nays as follows: Yeas— Kantsrs, Ma-

applying by

EIGHTH STREET.

-

Everything in the line
the highest market prices.

^ Young Men’s Christian Association Free Employment Bureau,

J. 0.

On

MESSAGE OF THE MAYOR.

W AUSTTEID.
'

FREE OF CHARGE.

VVlJEHCWSEN,
A

eoppjiei

1876.

25.

j.

the Poor to the several persons reported in
said semi-monthlyreport on amendment by
Yeas and Nays as follow*: Yeas, Kanters,
.Matrau, Breyman. Dykema', 8chmid-5;

iuvitc the

sale cheap.

report.

Amended by Aid. Dykema,
Itoolted, That the Mayor aod Clerk
issue orders as per report of Director of

Public to come and examine our stock and;
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy
sfy all who
wish to purchase.

ToElPLOYEBS.

t'«.j...U.v$433
42 However, each
the hands of Direc-

Cropley,

Wc

prtvtooe to eaid day of

.""Kaiu

M No. 52, Eighth Street.

disbursed in March ..... ,|868
week in Feb. ......... 14 87

Provisions, etc

RIVER STREET,

PSfaaas totemstedla aatd eaute.of

Muuelf In" the hear?ng ,acctl,lv® wwlu

•rsrtod f«
at

AMU,

Flour & Feed,

stoneware,

(Aid. Minderhout appeared aod took hit

Total ......... AW

Caps

Groceries,

scat.)

last

I3M

Hats

Furnishing

i

"

trade, qo

Notions and Trimmingn,

iby

ver*

'»ally,reoommendinf.

Amount

wed assorted stock

KOFFERS

&

DEALERS

and Hceoeed to

'

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.
The Com. on City Llbraiy reported

see a

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

one

Present: Mayor Van Itundepfud, Aid.
Camera, Matrau, Cropley, Brcyman, Dyko*
:na, Schmid and the clerk.

to

FALL AND

Millinery, Toys and Fancy
And

1876.
floods.

a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,

Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,

~

&

A

—

A

GREATLY REDUCED

FOR SALE.

Kcndull Co.,

til

‘

kinds of Gloves.

supply of

fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

all

M
gSsS

J

Furs, and

Fnr Cloak trimming, and a

of

large variety

Ornamental Feathers.

FOR SALE.

and Examine. Hb Trouble to Show Goods

Broad'"J'.

•ress John II.

tall

all

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.

•

i\

and

Tu

uen,Baown'

ilowAnn.

Peare. Apple, Qnlnce, Chestnut, Mnlberrj,Apprl.
coL ( berry ana Peach trees in bearing.
>o money required down inquire of
J. VAN
Hom.and. April ip*

„

.

„

LANDEGEND.

'

..is

.....

.....

^

.....

...

.......

I.

&

S.

VAN DEN SERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICH

_

